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Title word cross-reference

3 [Ano14z, Ano15y], 4 [FDE+17], 4+1 [Kru95], 3 [Har87].

-ilities [Voa04b].

.NET [LL03, NV02].

/Should [HR11].

02 [DP03], 05 [AW06].

1 [BRS+85, ES09]. 1.0 [San98c], 10 [TS11].  
10-Minute [Whi12], 12207 [FS98], 130J [Con02]. 15 [Ano15-35], 178C [MLD+13].  
18 [Mat96], 1986 [Har03c], 1990 [Har03c], 1990s [ME90], 1994 [Har03c], 1998 [Har03c]. 1st [Lew98].

2 [BHHM86, Gla09c, Gut86, LRO02, MPT86, Rov86, SM09b]. 2.0 [BK03, GAM+17, OHM+07, ST10].  
2/MUPE [MPT86]. 2000 [Ano99d, Tho98].  
2002 [Har03c], 2010 [Shu11f], 2013 [ZK14]. 2015 [Ano15-32], 2016 [Ano15b], 2019 [Ano18g, Ano18a, Ano18b, Ano19k, Ano19-33]. 20th [Har03c, You07]. 21st [Ano14-32, MPD14, PRRT14]. 25th [Ano09a, GAO09]. 25th-Anniversary [Ano09a, GAO09].

3 [DNS+06, Mas98]. 3.0 [ABB+18]. 3D [DW90].

40 [Gre17a]. 40th [Ano17b, Ano18c]. 41st [Ano18d].

5 [FSM14, Nus97]. 500-Language [LV01]. 5th [Tay95].
6.0 [Fer01b].

830 [Pos85].

9 [Bla18a, Kor96]. 90 [Rys95]. 9001 [Col94, Pau95]. 9126 [JKC04]. ’96 [Ano97h]. ’97 [Cha97d]. ’98 [Ano98o]. 982.1 [Sch07].

AADL [DDMS86]. AADL/S* [DDMS86]. AAS [BLP96]. Abbot [RP07]. Abstract [Cam88]. Abstraction [HPLH90, OCHW91, Ris07, Sha84, Spi07a, FKKM89, MMS88]. Abstractions [WB06d, Zan17, Nav95].

Abundance [Boo09e, Boo09f, Spi17b]. Abuse [Ano93-39, Dav98a, Hum01]. Abusing [Spi88c]. Academia [Ano93l, BCKM97, CP18, CT90, McC97f, SPA11, WAA+12, ZJ00]. Academic [CH15c, GF17, Glao3a, MSSMD14]. Accelerated [CB00]. Accelerating [LG03, Pre01]. Acceptable [Car88, Jon05].

Acceptance [MM05]. Access [ASB+12, Fow03a, GP13, JW09, KGRB03, KSW10, SBK86, TT11]. Access-Oriented [SBK86]. Accessible [Ano17c]. Accidental [Boo06a]. Accommodation [Tho05].


Acquiescence [Erd08d]. Acquire [Mai09b].


Actionable [GAM+17, PT18, YFM18]. Active [WSG+05]. Active-Architecture [WSG+05]. Actor [Till16b]. Ad [RNA+14, RNA+16a]. Ada

[Ano96f, BR85, Bas87a, BFC00, Emee95, EMB+99, GP87, HL85, LCS91, Lv85, OCM+84, Ros85, Wt90, WQW85].

Ada-Based [WCW85]. Adages [PHA+17]. ADAPT [VSB+16]. Adaptability [FHS+06]. Adaptable [Ano17m, LKX17, DOLPS04]. Adaptation [AGK+19, BCLP15, PWF+19, RRL+17, SDML+06, WGI01].

Adapting [FTR+14, GFT15, KKH95, Mel05]. Adaptive [ACM+07, BBB+19, CGE19, HLS17, LIT05, MSK00, NPJ19]. Adding [Fon96, KC16, MMS88]. Addressing [CP02]. Adept [CTC07]. Adopt [MFS15, VMM08]. Adopted [Rif01a].

Adaptors [ES16]. Adopting [GE04, SF15, vSVQ+98]. Adoption [ACHC11, BG98, CK02, Gar05, Kem92, Ksh04, SV02, SSS15a, WW01].


Advice [GJO+18, WB07d]. Advisory
Ancient [Gla08b]. Android [RNA+14, RNA+16a, ZKB+16]. Anecdotal [HBCH14]. Angela [Dav96c]. Angular [Far17]. AngularJS [RTV18]. Animation [BS85]. Ann [Ano11b]. Anna [Lv85]. Annals [Ano19b]. Anniversary [Ano09a, GAO09, Har03c, Wei99, You07]. Annotation [FS12]. Annual [Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano99a, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano08a, Ano09c, vGH12]. Annualized [McC97b]. Answer [CL00, Gla00a, Zve98b]. Answering [SB16]. Answers [Rob09a]. Ant [Ano11b]. Antarctica [Ana99]. Anticipation [Poo16]. Antidotes [FW03]. Antipatterns [KUG19]. Anup [GAS+01]. Anxiety [Gau13]. Any [Kla95]. Anyone [Sel09b]. Anyway [Erd07f, Har03f, Shu07a]. Apache [DGC+07, Mey16]. API [LXB+15, UR15]. APIs [MRTS98, Rob09a, Spi12a]. App [BCN16, KSNH15, KNH16, PSO12, RNA+16b, SS17, VMvG12, Sad14, GAM+17]. Appealing [NHM19]. Apple [Mil84]. Apples [Per95]. Applet [Kin97]. Applet-Browser [Kin97]. Applicability [Scr18]. Application [Ano07, Bal00, BKB12, BS00, BHKR01, BKW09, CSS12, DFL00, GV95, Glao0c, GKD+15, GB00, HMK02a, HKN85, JS95, KT05, LL16, Les06, NS17, SRK+09, SSE12, SM97, VAC+17, Vis08, Vo90, ZML+12, Cle88, GMS+96, Gue94]. Application-domain [GV95]. Application-Independent [SM97]. Application-Screen [GKD+15]. Application-Specific [BS00]. Applications [ABB+15b, Alo03, Bar97b, BRS+85, BW17, BS95, BFP95, Bol99, CL91, CCRZ+90, Clo01, CL02, CAGR91, DSM+18, DS13, DLR07, Fer01b, FF08, GRD11, GE11, Ger90, GD12, Gho10, GP13, Gun10, KAC+18, Kod04, LM07, LSG+05, LL92a, LXC15, Lou10, Lou16, MBL08, Mar04, Mar96, ME00, Off02, OHM+07, PHRS07, Pou95, PAD+98, RD96, RPP19, Sch92, SC04, SFVFM08, Sta94, SH93, We00, YBBP05, ZLJW95, HSA89, KLR89, Sch96a, Ano19c]. Applicative [OC88]. Applied [Fei07, MF00]. Apply [Ben00, TD12]. Applying [Ano00k, CN95a, ELM90, ETL96a, GFB96, Har89a, JB00, Jul93, KMSW00, LMMO18, Les06, LN92, Mor00, Pal01b, Pf97c, SK92]. Appreciating [BHN+10]. Appreciation [Bri96]. Apprenticeship [SHM02]. Approach [ADS91, Ano93c, Ano93n, Ano93-30, Ano96p, Ano96q, BW14, CT93, CDD09, CCF+13, Cha97c, CH13c, CDPP96, CP06, DMGS86, DS07, Dig11, DFL00, Dut93, ELST95, FSB+12, FGSK03, Gi396b, Gl38+15, Got00, Gut86, HJP16, Hor98a, HSG+94, HB06, KR97, KSW10, Kis96, KTYM+04, LM84, LX99, LN9+11, MH07, MZL12, MW01, MSK00, MS99, Mye95d, NGBR05, RW90, Rog00, Sch07, She91, Sim04, SMHT09, SCB15, Sto99, TP98, TEvdHP12, WSG+05, WMH07, ZJ98, dLdCGR06, AO89, BAS89, RHK+03, Zav89]. Approaches [CA01, HG00, KDM+19, Me05, Veg86]. Approves [MHC03]. Approaching [CM12]. Apps [AFT+15, MHJ17, MSAH17, MAN+14, RNA+14, RNA+16a, SA07, SHG13, ZCL19]. Arachne [SDML+06]. ARC [Pau85]. Archaeology [HT02a, UG18]. Architect [Ano16-42, Bus18, Boo08c, Boo11a, Boo12d, Bus09a, Bus11c, Bus12b, CH14a, EP16, Fow03d, HOZZ16, Kee15a, K16e, K17i, Pool16, R16c, R16d, TKF16, WG16, Woo14b, WF18]. Architecting [BK03, MGMS11, Poo14, RL16, Woo15b]. Architects [AMK16, BSD16, Cle10, Cor13, EP17b, Fab10, FCN16, Par05, Ris12a, Woo17, Wri11].
Architectural [AACF13, BW17, Boo08a, Boo08b, Boo09c, Boo10a, BDHJ96, Cop97, Cop99, Fal14, GAO05, GAO09, HAZ07, KHYT18, LMM15, Lat12, MKMG97, Roz15, SM10a, Sha95b, Sta06a, Wao14a, Wao16a, Wao16b, ZCTZ13, Zim11, Zim15, dLdCGR06, KC97]. Architecturally [CBN13, CH13d]. Architecture [ABK10, ASB12, Ano93f, Ano07j, ASH13, BS86, BHJ16, BH01, BGK15, BSGF98, BWC10, Boa95, BALV03, Boo06d, Boo06a, Boo07b, Boo07c, Boo07f, Boo08e, Boo09b, Boo09c, Boo09a, Boo09d, Boo10c, Boo10e, Boo11b, BMSF15, Bus10c, BH10a, BH10b, Bus11a, Bus11b, BAA12, BH13, CM10, CNZC17, CVEK13, CHHSM13, CS09, Cra14, CMC12, DSM18, Dig98, Erd09a, FCS10, FHS06, FO85, Fuj99, GC85, GPW97, GKL15, HA11, Joh15, KB02, Kee15a, Kee15b, KSW10, Ker17, KS96, KDV13, KOS06, KCD09, LAH10, LCM06, LSBO2, LDO14, Mad10, MRZ15, M14, NT06, NOS12, NCC12, PvdHM15, PTV10, PCRPE19, Pfl97b, Pra17, RP06, San03, SR16, SHG14, SC06, SM97, Shu13a, Sp115a, Sta06a, THV09, TVS10, TMB17, TA05, UA03, Vol10, WSG14, Wat18a, Wat18b]. Architecture-Centric [NT06]. Architecture-Conformance [PTV10]. Architecture-Driven [CM10]. Architecture-First [Boo07b]. Architectures [Ano93p, BvD10, CCC19, DSS85, FNO92, HG99, LR12, MKHV06, M15, Med05, M97, RKJ97, SA19, Sp118d, St118, TM18, WE16, WGC16, VM95a, Ti89]. Archives [GHH10, NZZ09]. Area [LC85]. Areas [GF17]. Aren't [JLLP03]. Arguing [GHH12]. Argument [Shu07b]. Ariane [Nus97]. Arjuna [SDP91]. Army [Fen90, Nis00]. Art [AD03, Dav96d, DSS19, EMB19, HMP10, Hol92, HT03c, JL03, JM07, Mat00b, McC98c, MeC01b, Pf10, Re03a, Ros05, Spi17c, Spi17f, BPS03]. Article [Ano95b, Ano96b, Ano97a, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano10b, Ano00c, Ano00d, An00e, An00f, An00g, An01b, An01c, An01d, An01e, An01j, An02b, An02c, An02d, An02e, An02f, An03b, Ano3c, Ano3d, Ano3e, An03f, Ano3g, Ano4c, An04d, Ano4e, An04f, An04g, An04h, An05b, An05c, An05d, An05e, An05f, An05g, An056b, An06c, An06d, An06e, An06f, An06g, An07a, An07b, An07c, An07d, Big96, Dav96a, Eve95, Fow02c, McC98f, McC02c]. Articles [Ano96m, Ano98n, Ano99h, Ano99e, Ano10g, An01i, An03h, An03i, An03j, An03j, An019i, Hor97, O09, ZK14]. Artifacts [Bo07a, ZZJ15]. Artificial [BDH19, ST92]. Artistry [Boa95]. ASDL [KS99]. Asia [GAS01, IS94]. Asimov [Fei07]. Ask [Mcs96, Nie97d, Rai07a]. Asking [GSB03]. Aspect [AK03a, BCC16, MS06, VV00]. Aspect-Oriented [AK03a, BCC16, MS06, VV00]. AspectJ [Les06]. Aspects [Ano99f, BCA16, Boo14b, Haz10, TM14, dSS19, ASPIS [PTP18]]. Assembling [Nau98]. Assembly [Fow04, MKHV06, SV16]. assertions [Voa97a]. Assertive [Hol15a]. Assess [Mos92, Mos97, vWAS06]. Assessing [CSS13, CMH92, Cuk05b, HM92, Lin85, MDM03]. Assessment [Ano93b, Bau94, BR87, CTC07, CMH92, DAE08, Dou54, FN14, GPW97, HMK19, HBS19, LIM11, Kinn97, KN96, Mad97, WS00, Wil94, WMH07, ZF13, KKL97]. Asset [Spi06e]. Assets [GG08, MBE05, Sal03, Zim11, BMM05]. Assignment [dSAPW14]. Assistance
Assisted [KFP88, RRD07]. Association [DG09b]. Assurance [CPP16, Fri99, HK94, KM02, MRA98, PL03, RLBR12, Voa99a, Voa99e, Voa03].

assure [Sie92]. Assuring [LH89, Shu11a, Shu12c, Voa03].

Association [DG09b]. Assurance [CPP16, Fri99, HK94, KM02, MRA98, PL03, RLBR12, Voa99a, Voa99e, Voa03].


Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].

Attribute [Far84, KHYT18, OBSN08]. Attributes [Bøe06, BVB04, EG04a, HL11, NV02, Off02, OLPS04, URK01]. Audio [Ama07, Rei96a]. Author [Ano97a]. Authors [Erd07e, RBE19, ZPHW16]. Autobiography [Boo15d]. Automated [AFT15,AIT15, Bar95b, Attack [Hou95, Ano97e]. Attacking [MM00]. Attacks [BFKZ15].

Attaining [MD02]. Attitude [WB09c].
Based [YBBP05, ZJ98, ZZJJ15, voso98, ABB93, ARW96, HN90, Kar88, KABC96, PR94, SSGT86, WCW85].

Bases [SCCA04].

Basic [Spi09a, Bol00, Nau98].

Basics [FJWC01, VD96].

Basili [Bur95a, SSZ06].

Basis [Bur95a].

Baton [Shu14e].

Battle [Ban93, Cha97f].

Battling [You00].

Bayesian [FN14].

Bazaar [DDPW09, Wes08].

Be [Ano16, Ano16u, Ano16s, Ano18t, Ano18u, BWD+17, BPS+03, Car97, Car01, Erd10a, Fow01d, HR19, HR11, Jac98c, Lon02, MGR04, NCC+02, PAD98, Rei95d, BS15, PPMD17].

Beach [Shu11b].

Beating [Gla02e].

Beautiful [Iel96, WB07b].

Beauty [Fuj99].

Because [Boo07d, Har05a].

Become [Ano17g].

Becomes [Rys95].

Beethoven [Kla97].

Before [AW03, Bus12a, Fea04].

Begged [Zve98b].

Beginning [Gla05d].

Behave [VCM+97, Voa01c].

Behavior [AHM86, Ano3, Ano16-32, HPLH90, Kru05a, OCM+84, RRL+17, dSMdSC16].

Behavior-Driven [Ano16-32, Behind [Ano93-37, Erd09c, Rou12, SGM06, WK15].

Being [CKo2, Iel96, Lar01a, SvGH15, Spi13c, Spi16a, Spi18a].

Belief [DZB18].

Believable [DFS93].

Believe [And95, Ano12b, Shu12d].

Bell [DKKK90, DKMS91, JL03].

Belongs [Lou95].

Belt [Bud99].

Ben [Blu9, Mey16].

Benchmarking [Ano01g, CZ01, FLN01, Got01e, Hei01, LWHS01, MF00, Max01, SM01, TS01].

Benchmarks [JLLP03].

Beneficial [GA06].

Benefit [Ebe09, HBS17a, HBS19, Ris10a].

Benefits [Ano92a, Che15, HTE16, MO00, SSV99].

Bespoke [Spi14a].

Best [BCD+17, Big96, BTC+99, Bus11c, DFFF18, Dav96a, DLV99, GLA14, HBS17a, Har04a, Ker08, LCA17, MCS+18a, McC96b, McC96c, McC96d, McC96e, McC97b, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98c, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, McCD01, Pos95, PPM17, RBP03, Rog00, Ros06, RE03, Shu14d, Tur03, US09, WB06f, You95, Ano18v, Ano19u].

BestBuy.com [Cra14].

Better [Ale06, Ano16-33, Ano16-34, Ano17-35, Ano17-36, Ano17-37, Ber96b, BTC+99, Ded09, DAS+07, Et16b, GD02, HM02b, IML16, Jor16, Knu87, KC96, MO06, Nes98, Nie97b, VBM+02, Voa01b, Ano17j, Ano17-34].

Better-Quality [MO06].

Between [Dal97a, EMW+97, Jor19, KE88, CT90, EJ12, GV11, Hoh03, KNH16, MKCC03, MCk02, San08, TB02, ZJ00].

Beware [Pal96].

Beyond [Ac88, Ano93a, Ano93q, AD03, BHM+15, Bil94, Er07b, EAS94, HC99, HCBH14, KT05, Kic96, Mac98, MW96, Men13, Nak96, Tiw04, CSS11, EL04, Got01e, Jur97].

Bias [GRS02].

Bidirectional [NT92].

Bids [CC95c, Jor09].

Big [Ano88e, Ano14-27, Ano16x, Ano16-37, Ano16-36, Ano19f, Ano19j, Boo14a, Boo14b, CKH16, Dav95c, Glao3a, Gk15a, GMB16, LE15, MHC116, RS08, Shu13c, SP16, WZX+16, HTE16].

Bill [Cha99c].

Bind [SB95a].

Biological [Kru08a].

BIP [BBB+11].

Birth [GO15].

Bit [Boo15e, Rei02c].

bits [Cox97].

Black [Ano96d, Cla98a, Kic96, MH17, Tiw04].

Black-Box [MH17].

Blacksmiths [Dav95d].

Blame [CC95c, DSS+97, Gue95, Hei98].

blaming [MW96].

Blend [SLG+00].

Blending [Bud91, MK03].

Blends [Fu99].

Blessings [Kap00].

Blind [Boo10d, Car19].

Blinn [GF99].

Bloat [MSS10].

Block [Knu87].

Block-Structured [Knu87].

Blockchain [KV18, LX17, Scr18].

Blockchain-Based [LX17].

Blockchain-Enabled [KV18].
LSG^+05, LRP11, LKR16, MCH15, Mat00b, McC02e, MZLD12, ME02, MLL03, MK03, NT02, New95, ORM^+17, OT11, Pat08a, Pop11, Ram00, Rci11, Ris12a, Rob04, RP09, RBE19, RSH12, SRK^+99, SR16, Spi16d, Viz07, Voa04a, WEL02, Wes08, ZJ00, Sim96].

Business-Critical [Ram00].

Business-Driven [NT02].

Business-Process [New95].

Busters [Spi06a].

B¨utow [Sal18].

Buyers [Ano92g, Ano93c].

Buzz [PB16].

Bytecode [SEK^+19].

Bzip2 [PJT09].

C [Fer01b, Wil97c, Ano96j, Ano99d, Bec90, CG88, Con02, DSBM99, DSB99, EFM^+91, Oma89, Sho06, WC06, Wil97c, YLK^+17].

C# [LL03].

C-130J [Con02].

C-Based [EFM^+91].

C/C [WC06].

Cabin [BHH13].

Cache [SDML^+06, TM97, San98e].

Caf´e [vdL02].

Calculating [BCM^+04, CM10].

Calendar [Cur95].

Call [Ano98i, Ano98j, Ano89m, Ano99c, Ano99g, Ano99f, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00h, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano14b, Ano14-34, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano15-32, Ano16d, Ano16u, Ano16p, Ano16r, Ano16q, Ano17b, Ano17i, Ano18f, Ano19a, Ano19i, Gra97, Hor97, HK97, Spe99].

Calls [Ano98n, Ano99h, Ano00k, Ano02i, Ano14i, Got02a].

Calmer [Rei94b].

Cambrian [Ker18a].

Cambridge [San95a].

Campus [Hol04].

Can [ABK10, Ano92b, Ano92c, Ano92h, Ano17j, Bin97, Boo08d, Ebe09, EG04a, EA03, Erd10a, Gau05, GKO02, HBB^+11, Har05a, Hay03, KC96, Lai08, Lon02, MSG^+07, McC97f, Pfo02, PAD^+98, Rci11, Sim04, VV00, VM91, VCM^+97, Voa97b, Voa00b, WE887, vGMRW14, Voa97a].

Canadian [Str02].

Candidates [CSS13].

Can’t [Gil96a, Ris12c, Rob99, Spe99, Yam98b].

Capabilities [AJM06, EBS16, KGRB03].

Capability [BM91, BM09, HC91, PCCW93, Rug93, vWHZ^+10].

Capability/Maturity [vWHZ^+10].

Capers [Cha97d].

Capital [DL98, Sma18, Weg84].

Capital-Intensive [Weg84].

Capitalizing [Gil96a, Ris12c, Rob99, Spe99, Yam98b].

Candidates [CSS13].

Caring [JD98, Pfl96, Weg84].

Causation [MTM^+19].

Cathedral [Cur88, PL92].

Causal [Ano93g, Car98, FKN02, KCT12].

Cause [MTM^+19, Pes97].

Cause-and-Effect [MTM^+19].

Cautionary [JD98, Pfl96, Weg84].

Caseload [Lob11].

Cases [Ate03, Ano16-32, CdAC^+16, JB04, LX99, TR03, Yam98a].

Cash [Ade96].

Casting [Kru05a].

Catching [Erd07d, Ing08].

Categorization [SS17].

Causal [Ano93g, Car98, FKN02, KCT12].

Cause [MTM^+19, Pes97].
Center [Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16s, Ano18u, BWN16, Cha98b, GB00, Got01c, Ano18t, Lie02, PM98].

Centers [Clo01, CL02, MSJ +09, Rog00].

Central [BBP +16].

Centric [EP16, NZ07, NT06, Pat08d, Pat09, PHRS07, SM10a, VZM +07, WHR10, Zim15, vHEA +14, GMB +14].

Centricity [Pat07].

Cents [Ano93-34].

Century [Ano98p, MGS18b, Ano14-32, Lew98, MPD14, PRRT14].

CEO [And02].

Certificate [Cha96c].

Certification [Ano98-27, Col94, CNL99, Kru10, Mat00a, McC99f, NS05, RD99, Voa99b, WKW99].

Certified [Cle10].

Certifiers [Got99a].

Certifying [Bøe06, Got99a, PMM93, Voa99a].

CG&A [Ano14i].

Chaiken [Fav12].

Challenge [Ano99d, BC08, Cha97d, FPG94, Lev90, LO90, Mar88, Sha96, Lew98].

challenged [Dak96f].

Challenges [Ano99d, BC08, Cha97d, FPG94, Lev90, LO90, Mar88, Sha96, Lew98].

Challenging [DFL00, Sid94].

Chameleon [MBO93].

Champions [Gou98].

Chang [Har03c].

Change [BMM04, BMM05, Big96, Cha97b, Cox84, DC04, EERB11, GFP09, ILM05, Mi01a, Pf98, RG04, Shu13e, Tho05, WB08d, WHR10, For97, MSK00].

Change-Centric [WHR10].

Changing [Lus04].

ChangeDistiller [GFP09].

Changes [CCD09, Cos03, Cus03, HH02b, KL97a, Koh05, Spi17b].

Changing [AS17, Cha94, Coy00a, McC02b, Spi16b, Woo06c].

Chaos [BBdR +16, DFL00, EV10, Par03, Sal18].

Chaotic [Voa00b].

Characteristics [VB16].

Characterizes [FWS19].

Characterizing [CBN13, Hum88, WB06b].

Charles [Ano18a, Ano18b].

Charlotte [ACF87].

Chart [BCLP15].

Charybdis [Dav97a].

Chasm [Kel07].

Chatbots [PSGd18].

Cheap [And94, Ano98h, Spi12e].

Cheaper [Voa01b].

Check [BvD10, PZA +17a, Rei94a].

Checking [BMSF15, KCK +13, PTV +10].

Checklist [Ano93c].

Checklists [Hat08].

Checks [Gim14, Sie92].

Cherishing [Mai12a].

CHI [Cur95].

Chilean [ORM +17].

China [JPM +18].

Claims [GB00].

CLAM [Ama07].

Clarity [BJ11, Fea04, Hol16b].

Class [PCP14, PM98, WJS97, Wil07c].

Classes [GBdlHQCG +00, WB08d, WB07a].

Classic [McC96b].

Classification [BCLP15, Gla08b, Gla09c, PS90, Sha97b].

Classified [KS96].

Classify [O'L09].

Choosers [Got99a].

Choosing [Eng10, GN95, Spi06b, Spi11b, VB97].

Choreographies [AIT15].

Christopher [Mey96b].

Chrome [RR15].

Chunking [MW01].

Cisco [Gar00].

CiSE [Ano17k].

Cited [O'L09].

City [CPB +17].

Civil [Joh95].

Civilizing [Gou97].

Climate [BJ11, CR11, CMC +12, EEBB11, HR11, ILM11, RDMA11, Shu11a].

Climate-Modeling [CMC +12].

Climbing [Dro06].

Clinical [MMM +09].

Clock [Shu14a].

Clone [MOMM11].

Closed [Lar01a].

Closer [Rei03a].

Closing
Got01d, GHV10, KR03, LAH10, VV06.

Conclusions [VD15]. Concurrency
[Ano93e, Ano96f, ZSM92]. Concurrent
[Aoy93, CT91, For98, HR95, LSM84, PH93, RP95, Ros91, San97a, Wol88, FKI97].

Concurrency-development [Aoy93]. Cone
[Ano06p, Lit06]. Conference
[Ano96g, Ano96l, Ano17z, Ano17b, Ano18c, Ano18d, Bol04, Cha99a, GLS99, Ree06b].

Conferences [Ano15f, Ano17l, Ano18h, Erd09b, Kee15b, Voa00a]. Confession
[Gla08f]. Confessions [Che97]. Confidence
[Ano04p]. Configurable
[LM07]. Configuration
[Ber03, BH95b, LC87, SO97]. Conflict
[Mac99a, SM10a]. Conflict-Centric
[SM10a]. Conflicts [B96, EG04a, BBM18].

Conformance [GHH+12, PTV+10]. Confronting
[Tru94, YM94a]. Congress
[Ano19-33, Bar95d, San95a, SB96]. congruence
[MW96]. Congruent
[Ada95]. Conjuror
[HJA08]. Connect
[Ano17-44, Ano17-42, Ano17-43, Ano18i, Ano18-36].

Connected [FCN16, HCF+15, Ano16-44]. Connecting
[Re90, WB08a]. Connection
[Kra95, Moh01, Hat97a]. Connections
[Cha98a]. Connectivity
[Har05a, San98f]. Connector
[PZ18, BCM88]. Conscious
[Mac99a]. Consciousness
[McC01f, Kal94]. Consciousness-Raising
[Kal94].

Conservation [C4AC+16]. Consider
[Pat08b]. Considerations
[BH10a, BH10b]. Consistency
[BG95, FFZ+18]. Console
[Got01a]. Consoles
[GAS+01]. Constant
[Har05a, Shu13c]. Constraint
[Hof10, TBY96, Bal89]. Constraint-Based
[Hof10]. Construct
[SHZ+98].

Constructing [SMR93, Sta94, Ano93f]. Construction
[Ano02i, Ano02j, CJK+02, DH93, DBL04, DS99, HC92, HG00, HSA89, HT02b, McC96e, McC06, Sal97a, ZZJJ15]. Consul
[Bal89]. Consultancy
[Kee00]. Consumer
[GB00, RA96]. Consumption
[BFKZ15, KHYT18, Mat01, PHAH16, PCP14, ZHG14]. Contact
[TB02]. Contemporary
[GV95, RCP+12]. Content
[Cab18, Cha98a, Har03a, Har06b, IAJR97, RMM+12].

Contents
[Ano17m, BDA04, BBN+17, CPB+17, DZB+05, Gau05, Lit05, Mai09c, Man90, MCH17, MT+15, S090, SWB+17, Tor15, Woo14a]. Context-Adaptive
[Lit05]. Context-Aware
[Ano17m, CPB+17, MCH17, MT+15, SWB+17]. Context-Driven
[BBN+17]. Context-Free
[Mau90]. Contexts
[Mye98].

Contextual
[TAJB17]. Contextual-Variability
[TAJB17]. Contextualizing
[Dyb13]. Continue
[MHC03]. Continued
[CK00]. Continues
[MHC03]. Continuing
[Ano99d, Sha09]. Continuous
[AAR09, Che15, DJH+08, KM02, LMP+15, Mey14a, NBF+18, PAA+17, SCI18, Sho04a, SCW+18]. Continuously
[HSEG10]. Contract
[Dak96a, DHB15]. Contract-Based
[DHB15]. Contractor
[Rug93]. Contribute
[Ano92h, MSSMDC14]. Contributions
[SSZ06]. Control
[ASB+12, Ano92i, Ban93, BMM05, BDKP99, BALV03, Bri96, Car94, CFF+13, CM90, DJH+08, EA03, FH07, Fai19b, FCB00, GP13, Got00, HK94, JC00, JP03, Jep13, KGRB03, Lev90, LLH+05, Lou06d, Luq92a, OMTHC94, PGG+18, PHRS07, Sha01, Spi05e, Spi05f, TV99, TT11, T111, VNS94, We00, WGFC86, Har89b, Put91, dSA95, MSK00]. Controller
[C08, DGO7]. Controllers
[Tsa11]. controlling
[Smi91]. Controversy
[Ano92d]. Conundrum
[Ber08]. Convenience
[Ano05k]. Convergence
MBLN10, Mai10a, MMSM09, MS04, Mey87, Mey04, MT19, MKMG97, NYMS12, Ner01, NV02, Nie95b, Ozk19b, Pat08d, PZA+17a, PWS+95, RSS18, Ray06, RW90, RG02, Rog00, Rom90, RI12, Ros85, RW92]. Design [ROL90, Sha95b, Sha12, STSK92, SM97, Sho04a, Sim06, SO92, Sto99, SSS15b, THV09, TvV12, Ter96, Tho05, VAC+17, WKV14, WSL+99, Wan95, WHC02, WGC+13, WB06c, WB07b, WB07d, WB07e, WB07f, WB08a, WB08b, WB08c, WB08f, WB09a, WB09c, WB09b, WB09e, WB09d, Woon8a, YKIY93, ZAV02, Zhd99, ZCTZ13, Zim11, BMM18, BDHJ96, Kar88, MMN+89, OBM+90, Sch96a, Son97, TK89, War99, DeM95b, Jur97, Pou99, Rog00]. Design-Method [SO92]. Design/Requirement [Wan95]. Designer [Fai19b, WB09f]. Designers [Law98, VBM+02]. Designing [Ano08d, Clo01, CN95b, DSBM99, DV89, DDPW09, ES02, Gue14, Hon01, Jef97, Nie96c, PTNF+19, RLBR12, Shu12b, SB95b, SMK+00, Wat18a, WB06a, WB07a, WB08b, WB09c, WB09b]. Designs [PM99a, Sel09a, WB09a]. Desk [SGM06]. Desktop [GS11, Got09b, KV11, PSK11, ZCLL19, HAK+06]. Desktops [LNH+11]. Destroy [Lin93]. Destroys [Fav96]. Detecting [EGP92]. Detection [KH97, MP07, MCA00, PCOM97, RCLR18, RAT+06, WMM18]. Determination [KL88]. Determine [MOMM11]. Determining [CFQ07, EPSJ93, MSG+07, Scr18, Sim96]. Developer [Ano92r, Ano96r, Ano04p, BHG13, CMY17, FCS+10, Goe06, HS8+08, Har03e, Har04e, McL06, MCD19, NHM19, PSHH04, SSWM16, Spi15a, Spi16a, Spi16c, Spi18a]. Developers [ASR17, Ano97d, Ano06k, Cha95, FJWC01, Got01a, GWA14, Har05f, Ing08, Jac95, Joh15, KLR97a, MC03b, MHC03, McLo05, MKF06, Mey01, PWS+95, PM98, PCS95, Rob09a, Seh99, US09, Dak96f, PSV94, Lew98]. Developing [Ano02j, Ano03b, Ano03i, BGB01, BR99, BOS00, CKH16, Con02, DJSS97, FK04, GF16, Ger90, GP13, Gou05, HC02, HBB+11, Jaa02, KS89, Ksh04, MBLO8, MH07, MS95, Mus08, OT11, PWS+95, RTH05, RBIM97, See12, SM08b, SM09b, SHR12, Spi14b]. Development [ABF05, AH90, ASP13, AKM+08, AJM06, Ama07, Amb02, Amb07, AFGD01, Ano95, Ano92i, Ano03c, Ano03o, Ano08g, Ano99d, Ano00k, Ano00h, Ano05o, Ano16-32, Aoy98, ADH14, AK03a, AKO3b, AKN+16, ASC07, BHN14, Bal00, BD18, BBB+19, Bas90, BRL+03, Bas95, BKS98, BCKS01, BBS13b, BA10, Bhs87, BNW10, BT05, BB08, Bor85, BCC+06, Bur94, BPD02, CM16, CA01, CDA+16, CM17, Che95, CH17, CR11, CCWP11, Cri06, CM07, CMKO03, CMK09, CNSM13, DM06, DWH86, DM93, DCH04, DAB06, DP19, DFD+16, DD10, DG07, Dua02, DD09, Ebe01, ED01, EM05, EBS16, ES16, Ero90, Fh07, FTH+94, FFFM13, FNY09, FRM15, FSRdA11, GE11, GMP14, GUP+14, Glq99d, Glq4e, GFKP10, Got01c, GAS+01, Got02e, Got07, GH00, Gue14, Gum06, Hal09]. Development [Har04c, Hei01, HR11, HM01a, HBBP92, HSG18, Hsi96, HHLJ10, ILM11, IGBKR19, JBR99, Jan04, JBD08, JS08, JKP+05, JHMW07, Jor03, JG08, JGR09, Jor13, Jor14, Jun18, JM02, KFPS88, Knt09, KT18, Kem90, KCF+08, Kim04, Kna19, KLM11, Kri17, Kru08b, Kru09a, Kru09b, KDM+19, KR03, LM07, LF05, LNR98, LH8+90, Les06, LO90, LC8+09, LR00, Lit04, LV092, Lou06c, LB06, MKCC03, MSG96, MSJ+09, Mac99c, Mar96, Mar00, Mar07, MMSM09, MF00, Max01, MC98c, McC99e,
MR09, MCF03, MCD19, MM13, MD90, MJ88, MRS10, MSK00, MS12, Mot06, Mug08, Mul86, Mye02, NOK08, N99, NT06, NOS12, NK04, NS17, NC00, OGE08, Obr13, OSBA14, OY95, PL19, Pa01a, Pa01b, PTNF+19, PBE14, PWS95, Pit93, PC12, PS90, PAS10.

Development [PPMD17, Pue97, RKK05, RRD07, Rei00c, Rei02a, RIP01, Rie11, RCP+12, RJo0, RE04, RP07, RM00, Sal97b, SK08, San95b, Sch07, Sel03, SK03, SCSC04, SMHT09, SV16, Som16, Sot01, SS04, SP17, SAT14, Spi17c, SF15, TLvV13, TYXL16, TM04, UA03, UHL08, VB97, VSB+16, VE05, VB16, Vis08, VK07, WEL02, WKS+14, WW03, WPJH98, Wil09, WHR10, XCYW18, YJ07, ZAV02, ZS06, ZP11, ZF13, dSmSC16, vdLLM09, AO89, Aoy93, CW89, For97, LD95, MMN89, Mey91, Per90, Sad14, VT88, Zho89].

Developments [Ano00j, Car17b, Rus91].

Device [MTKE94, SGM06].

Devices [DW00, Dig15, RMM+12, TS12].

DevOps [BHJ16, Bas18, CS16, Dör18, EGHS16, Ker18a, Ozk19a, SC18, Spi16a, TJC19, ZBCS16].

Devoted [Ano96h].

DevSecOps [Car17a].

Diagnose [Tou11].

Diagnosing [LXC15].

Diagnosis [Hat01, TC86, SSGT86].

Diagrams [Mil02, RW04, Nic92].

Diakects [KB88].

Dialog [Mar00].

Dialogue [SK95].

Diana [Ros85].

Dictionary [Ano99f].

Did [Ano17n, Hei01, JD97].

Died [WJS97].

Dies [Ano96m, Dav95b].

Difference [DeM90, Hah03, RTV12, ZCLL19].

Difference-Bound [RTV12].

Different [BRL+03, DESG00, DSS85, GLa06a, RVW07, VIA18].

Differential [Ano13c, Spi13a].

Differentiates [ORM+17].

Difficult [Spi09d].

Difficulties [Kai99, MBE05, Mey91].

Diffusing [RC89].

Diffusion [GH00, SS08].

Digest [PLC19].

Digital [Ano14n, Ano16-42, Di05, ED18, FSRdA11, HOZZ16, LL16, Gue94].

Digital-Rights-Management-Sharing [LL16].

Dijkstra [Che02, DCF+02].

Dilbert [Mac98, Wei98b].

Dilemma [Ano92p, HT03b, Wan95].

Dilemmas [BM04b].

Dimension [Bag99, KSW10, Pool16].

Dimensional [CG88, LST91].

Dimensions [Gum06, KTH11].

Diminishing [Gla09d].

Direct [Ano97c].

Directions [Ano93e, BR87, BLWG99].

Directives [Ano92d].

Dirty [GF99, Voa97b].

Disasters [Har05c, Wil97c].

Discipline [DDS+97, Gon05, Jac98b, LSB02, Mat00b, MAMY99, Sha90, Sha99, TR05, Was96, Pf97b].

Disciplines [Ano98l, Bai98, Rob05a].

Discomfort [Gla04c].

Discount [CN95a].

Discover [BGL+09, PSV94].

Discovering [BCA+06, WB07c, ZMT05].

Discovery [And16, BBGK07, LM04, Rou12, WMGM08].

Discussion [HVF+00, MF13, WCFG10].

Diseases [Bus10a].

Disentangle [MTM+19].

Disks [Spi10b].

Dispatching [Sho06].

Dispelling [SMB02].

Dispersed [Ter11].

Display [SSSW86].

Dispute [SLG+00].

Disrupters [Boo16b].

Disrupting [Boo16b].

Disseminating [LCA17].

Distance [BH19, CA01, GSB03, HG99, JWCR18, QBN+06].

Distilled [MBE05].

Distinguish [Gla04b].

Distinguished [Ano15b, Ano16b].

Distributed [AAR09, ASB+12, Bav12, Blu19, BSD16, BPD02, CE19, CV88, CMY17, Che84, CBM90, CW84, DV89, EG04b, Fer95, Fer01b, FO85, FLR04, GC85, HSEG10, HKPS96, JWCR18, KKM87, KYM+04, LDO+14, Lin87, MBL08, MDWTR93, ND05, PM10, PAS10, RS84, RKK05, RS01, RIP+01, REV10, RH13, Sal19, SDP91, SSC06, SFG94, SAG+97, VSB+16, Fid96, Fer95].

Distribution [GK15a, Gum06, WMGM08].

Diverse [JB00].

Diversification [ABB+15b].

Diversity [Ano98].

Aoy93, Ano98w,
Dec01, Erd09d, Gla00b, IHSR19, Kan01, KMS91, KL98, LR00, MTE00. Divide
[Kin97, MKMII07, San97b, Nak96]. Divided
[BCD+17, Erd08e]. Diving
[Gor13, IKBM08]. Divorced [BH13]. DLLs
[San98f]. DMCA [Got01d, MC03b]. DNS
[Cha97c]. Do
[ASR17, An93a, An96p, An97g, Bat98, Boo08d, CS16, CL00, Chr94, CH14b, Dak95c, Dak96b, DJS08, DBS09, DD09, Fen96, Gau05, GUP+14, Gla08c, Gor95, HSB+08, HVF+00, Har05b, Har05f, Hay03, Jon07, Jor14, KT18, KSNH15, Kla95, LB00, Law96, Law98, MR95, MG01, McC97f, OGF07, OBR+08, PHAH16, RAT+06, Sch96b, She15, SMT+10, Sma18, Spe99, Spi14c, VB16, Zve03, MLD+13]
[LCS97, Ste95a, Yac03]. Documentation
[Joh10, Kee15a, Kot98, LSF03, Sel09b, Spi10a, UR15]. Documents
[GS90a, Ros06, SFVFM08]. DoD
[Cha96d, Fer01a]. Does
[ASP13, Aha99, Ale95, An96v, Coy00b, EM96, Erd09e, Gla94a, Hat98, Hol9c, JS08, JWKR18, Mye95c, RC95, Spr95, Voa99d, WB07b, WLC01, Ozk19d]. Doesn’t
[Har05a, Hol05, Kla95]. Dog [Har06c]. Doing
[Cha98a, Gla02a]. Dollars
[An93-34]. Domain
[BDD+18, CRR09, CH15b, CM07, FNY00, Fow09, Fre10, Gla00c, HTLPS09, JRS+09, KP09, LM07, MSG96, MKH98, Mil02, RSS18, SMTS09, THO2d, WHG+09, GV95]. Domain–Configurable [LM07]. Domain–Driven [RSS18]. Domain–Specific
[CRR09, CM07, Fow09, Fre10, HTLPS09, JRS+09, KP09, SMTS09, WHG+09, MSG96]. Domains [MA00]. Dominant [Boo11c]. Dominating [Hol19a]. Domination
[Per99]. Don [An02]. Donation [NHM19]. Done
[Mai05, RR08]. Don’t
[AW03, Bar95a, CH14a, DeM99, EA03, Jor14, Mag00, Mel95, San98c, SR16, SCC11, Sma18, Spi12b, RHK+03]. Doody [Bla17]. Doran [Jun18]. Dorothy [Bar97c]. Dose
[An96i]. Double [Mat00a]. Double–Edged [Mat00a]. Doubt
[Gla09a, Hol17e]. Down [An93g, LB00, LCE+01, Par96a, PM99b, TM94]. Down–to–Earth [Par96a]. Dragon
[Fer01a, GA05]. Draw [Boo11d]. Drawer
[An92n, An93c, An96u, Feo97, Sha97a, An97i]. Drawing
[Moe90, Spi12b, RHK+03]. Drill
[An98p]. Drive [FCN16]. Driven
[ABF05, Amb07, An05o, An16-32, An18g, AK03b, BWC10, BBN+17, CM10, CFF+13, CCD+17, CH13c, Cri06, CM07, DS07, DCH04, DSLB03, DDIP15, DIP12, DG07, DFL00, EHS15, EBS16, Gue14, Jan04, JS08, JHMW07, KT18, KYM+04, KR03, LX99, LDO+14, MNJR16, MLN10, Mar07, MSM09, MMM+09, MR09, MCF03, Mug08, NT02, RSS18, RS04, RP07, Sel09a, Sel03, SK03, SH02, SMT+10, UAO3, Uhl08, VK07, WHER14, WB07c, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11]. Driver [UA03]. Drivers [KT05, Spi11a]. Drives
[An93g, Cos03, Ebe07]. Driving
[Cri06, HV16, Poo14]. Drupal [WKS+14]. DRY
[HT04b]. DSL [Gun10]. DSLs
[EFO14]. DSR [Bar96a, SB96]. DTV
[An97d]. Dumpster [Gor13]. Dunnit
[Nus97]. Duration [Sya12]. during
[An00k, DL03, MCL+01, RBBC03, Sim06, SC18]. Dwarf
[WJS97]. Dynamic
[BCM05, DLR07, EFM+91, FLR04, GTF15, MP07, Moe90, MK92, RS84, SF93, SMML+06, Shn94, SFG94, WC86, ZKB+16]. Dynamically
[An08b, KKH95, TW07]. Dynamics
[Ber96b, Chi02].
KCK$^{+13}$. Early-Stage [DD12]. Earned [BS15, Erd10f, HBS17b]. EARS [Mav12]. Earth [Par96a]. Ease [SJ13]. Easier [CR09, Xu03]. Easily [BBE$^{+88}$]. Easy [CS16, Ros98a]. Eating [Har06c]. Ebert [Ano96i]. EC [Ano92d, Cha98a]. Eccles [Mai11c]. Eckert [Ano17f, Ano19a]. Eclipse [YJ07, BMSF15, DGC$^{+88}$, Fro07, KR10, MKF06, NHM19]. ecological [TK89]. Economic [Ano98g, Boo09e, Boo09f, CR14, Erd05, PR08, SV02]. Economical [Voa98b]. Economics [Boo07b, Ksh04, Lim94, Cox97]. Economy [dMHSC16]. Ecosystem [BCN16, LDBF19, LKR16, SA19]. Ecosystems [AVF19, Bos16, BSS$^{+17}$, FWS19, GAM$^{+17}$, HKB16, JCP19, KHD19, MTT$^{+19}$, TH04b, VMVS19]. Ed [Shu11b]. Edge [MOK$^{+18}$, Wal96]. Edged [Mat00a]. Edgewatch [San98a, San98b, San98c]. edited [Bei97b]. Edition [Ano01f, DW00, Wei99, San98e, DW00]. Editor [McC99a, McC99e, McC00b, McC00e, McC00c, McC00f, McC01b, McC01c, McC01a, Spi05a, Ano92h, Big07, Bol02, Byt99, Car95, Cha94, Cuk05a, Cur00, Dav95c, Dav95a, Dav95d, Dav95b, Dav96b, Dav96c, Dav97a, Dav97b, Dav97e, Dav97c, Dav98d, Dav98b, Dav98c, Dav98a, Ebe09, Erd08b, Erd09c, Erd09d, Erd09e, Erd09f, Fav10, Glao3c, Har03a, Har03d, Har03c, Har03e, Har03b, Har03f, Har04a, Har04b, Har04d, Har04c, Hor98b, Hum00, Kru05b, McC98e, McC98f, McC99d, McC99e, McC99f, McC00d, McC00a, McC01d, McC02e, McC02c, McC02c, MC02d, Mel05, Mil01a, Ozk19c, PC97, Rif09, Shu13b, Shu14c, Spi18c, Str99, Str01, Voa99b, Voa01c, Voa03, Wil03, Zdu09]. Editorial [Ano01i, Dav95a, Dav96a, Ano96i, Big96]. Editors’ [FCAJ11, JWC01, AP00, ASH13, BvdHOP12, BBM$^{+15}$, BD97, BF00, BB99b, BCh15, CBM98, CW00, DM06, DP94a, DP03, EEBB11, ES09, EMP05, EFS04, EH95, FP11, GW07, GK15b, GKKL12, HF02, HM01a, JMO7, JMS06, KV07, KABM09, KB98, LAH10, LFW00, LCF13, LR00, LB06, MRE05, ME00, MNJP02, MMYJ10, MCL97, MCF03, MGFRD10, MCD19, ME02, MHRS015, MS06, NZZ09, NZ07, NOK08, PSK11, PL03, PZTF12, PT05, RVW07, RL02, SE98, SM09b, SKK14, SS04, SMTS09, TW07, VK11, VM00, WC10, WE04, ZBOC12, dSSS$^{+99}$. edoC [Ano11a, Spi11c]. Edsger [Che02]. Educating [CP02]. Education [Ano96r, Ano16d, Ano17h, ABH$^{+11}$, Bac97, BW14, CK00, DJM04, FPM01, HGK09, Hil97, HH02b, JHP16, HM02, Irv97, McC97f, MCL97, MGS18b, MJP$^{+00}$, Moe02b, MSMD14, Off13, PDHT97, TR05, vV06, KCC$^{+01}$. Educators [BCD$^{+17}$]. Effect [Kam87, MTM$^{+19}$, MZLD12, PCP14, SJS12]. Effective [Ano92i, Ano93-36, BB91, BS03, DSBM99, HM02b, KL05, PS14, PAS10, SL97, She91, TBvRB12, ABL89, HF97]. Effectively [LN92]. Effectiveness [Che01, DAS$^{+07}$, Men18, SMAU16, TVV12, Voa97a]. Effects [BM04b, Cha00, Gla04a, Lim94]. Efficiency [LXC15]. Efficient [BR85, FMM16, Gut86, MM18b]. Efficiently [Mos92]. Effort [Cla0a, FC19, Got01e, JMD00, Jor05, JG08, JBR09, Jor13, Jor14, PRSV97, Syn12, VT88]. Effortlessly [Rai07f]. Efforts [DAB06, FS98, Got02d, RVB13]. Egoless [Wei99]. EIA [FS98]. EIF [Har03c]. Eight [Cla02, RBBC03, Voa99f]. Elaines [CH13c]. ElcomSoft [MC03b]. Elderly [GVSP$^{+17}$]. Electronic [Ano93-39]. Electronically [Kus95]. Electronics [RAv96]. Element [Shu13d, FKLW91]. Elements [Ano92e, DeM95b]. Elephant [Boo10d, Hv19]. Elicit [URK01]. Elicitation [DJS08, SPZ08]. Eliminating [CK02]. Ellen [Ano98q]. Else [And94, Sam90]. Eludes [Ano92g]. Elusive [Gla03b, KL96]. Elusiveness [Spi17a].
elrytS [Ano11a, Spi11c]. Email [Rei95c].
Emails [HJ17]. Embedded
[Ano99p, AMK16, BO17, CE09, ES09, ED19, GFKY18, GLT03, HHLJ10, LSB02, LIL+13, LDO+14, LT09, LCYL14, LE13, Med05, MW09, SMHT09, TYZP05].
Embedded-Software [AMK16].
Embedding [BHN14]. Embrace [MSK00].
Embracing [Bri12, FLR04]. Emerald
[HAK+96]. Emergence [LW11]. Emerging
[Kee15b, LKR16, dOMFP16, Pfl97b, SS96, US04, VZM+07, WC89]. Emotional
[CNS08]. Emotions [CCP+18, GWA14].
Emphasizing [AJM06]. Empirical
[CR08, CSC+18, CDM+05, Dyb13, GGGM19, KZW15, LMP16, MAN+14, Pfl05, RKW15, SJ13].
Empirically [JMDB00, PS90]. Employees [Yam99].
Employment [Dak95a, Kru15]. Empower
[PL19]. Empowering [DG09a]. Emulator
[San98f]. Enable [DC04, Gar05, Sel09a].
Enabled [KV18]. Enables [BHJ16].
Enabling [BDD+14, Gar04d, KABM09]. End-to-End
[Got08a]. End-User
[BDD+14, Gar04d, KABM09]. Ending
[Gla05a, ZJ00]. Ends [Hol18d, San97b].
Enduring [PH97b]. Energy
[BWN16, BW17, CYM+15, CdAc+16, KYHT18, LXC15, PHAH16, ZHG14].
Energy-Aware [BW17]. Engagement
[SMN19, Spi15c]. Engine [Daw95b, PSO12].
Engineer [BCC+08, BS95, CC96, Dak97a, DMG14, GAS+01, Gre17b, Hal09, Har05e, Kla95, Pae08, Spe99]. Engineered
[PAD+98]. Engineering
[ABB+15a, ABB+18, ANB99, Ano84a, Ano92i, Ano93-34, Ano93t, Ano03k, Ano04o, Ano07i, Ano09e, Ano14-32, Ano15n, Ano16-43, Ano17z, Ano17b, ABH+11, AW06, BHS85, BLP96, BHA09, BBD+18, BBdr+16, Bas87c, Bas07, Bat98, BCD+17, BL98, Ber08, BMGB+15, BGM06, BHJ+03, Blu19, Bol02, Boo18, Bos16, BDA+99, BD94, Bri12, BBN+17, Bro18, BW14, Bur95a, CR08, Cap14, CDD08, CFF+13, Car17b, CSC+18, CP18, CS18, Cha94, Cha97d, Cha98b, CW00, CT02, CR88, CC90, Chi02, CCD+17, CM90, CL02, CHW98, Cos01, Cou99a, CMA+02, Cuk05a, CP06, CR92, Dak96a, DFFP18, Dam07, Dan04, DJJ03, DP04a, Dav96d, DeM09, DRR+07, DHH+19, DDIP15, DIP12, DJM04, DSD02, DBS09, DVG09, DT03, Dor99b, DAE08, DP03, DB99, DS99, DVL99, DJK05, Ebe01, Ebe06, EKP16, Ebe0d, Eng99].
Engineering [Erd10b, Erd10e, EM18, EMP18, Erw09, FPM01, FWK+15, Fer18, FP13, Fra95, Fra99, FM08, FTB06, Glasa0b, Gla03a, Gla03c, Gla04d, Glasa0b, Glasa0b, Gla07a, Gla07b, GW07, Gom06, GBM16, GCH13, Got08b, Got99b, GLT03, Gre18a, GO15, GSA+17, GKKL12, GR02, H05, HOBK17, Har03, H0B01, Haza0, HF02, HSF+16, HJP16, HL01, HV16, IS94, Jac98c, Jac99, Jol95, JEJ12, JMS02, KL02, Kel07, KAC+18, Kin19, KU18, KUG19, KABM09, Koh05, Kru08a, LvdH16, L0b94, LW09, LW00, LEPV10, LCE13, LMP16, LMM018, LM03, LBWX17, LCFT17, LWE01, LK10, LLS+06, Lew98, LT09, LL92b, LRB+15, LB06, MN16, MG17, MM18a, McC98c, McC99d, MT99, MC00d, MC00a, MC01b, MC01d, MG518, dOMFP16, MAMY99, ME02, MLL03, MRS10, Moo09, MJP+00, Moo01b, Moo01a, Moo02a].

[O02a, Moo003, MSSD10, MHB17, Mub08, MBV18, Mus85, ME90, Mus93, Mye95d, NGB05, Nav95, NL03, NBF+18, NS17, NC00, Off13, Ozh9c, PDK05, PF09, PJT09, Par99, PDK93, PDV+18, PWS+95, Phys93].
Evaluations [BM91, BM09, HC91].

Evasion [Hol15b]. Event [LSG+05].

Events [EG04b]. Ever [Jac98c, LB00, Mai05]. Every [SM01].

Everyday [VVS+08]. Everyone [Car97, VGD19, Can95]. Everything [Car95, Cus03, HTLPS09, MRA98].

Evidence [BHS+14, BO17, DZB18, DBS09, DKJ05, DS12, Dyb13, Erd10c, JMV09, KCT12, KCD12, MH06, NSV+08, NS17, Pf08, PM18, RKW15, Shu07a, SS08, SDSP17, SMP15, SW11b, SCW15, vWS09].

Evidence-Based [BHS+14, BO17, DKJ05, KCT12, MH06, NS17, SS08]. Evidential [Pfl05].

Evolizer [GFP09]. Evolution [Ave11, BG94, CPS18, CS18, DIP12, EFO14, FLR04, HSG18, Kam87, Kee00, Leh08, MGFRD10, SV02, ZK10, Zim15, dOdA16].

Evolutionary [Ano93z, Cox84, FH07, ZF13]. Evolves [WF18]. Evolving [Ano93i, DeM14, ND05, PAB11, SS95, Spi18d, TI11].

ex [Boo13a]. Exactly [BMGT01, Mai12b].

Examination [Fer95, Bei97a]. Examining [KNH16, RNA+16b]. Example [FHMU85, SS08, Wil99b, WC86]. Examples [Ano93j, Rai07a, Veg86]. Excellence [Ano92i, Ano18-37, Ano18-38, Fav12, Ball99].

Exception [BMM05, Knu87, WB06f]. Exception-Handling [Knu87, WB06f].

Exceptional [Ano98h]. Excerpt [Ben99, Bro95, DL98, JBR99, KP99, Wei99, Jac95].

Exchange [BBS13b]. Executable [JB04].

Executing [ACM+07]. Execution [ADS91, Dig15, GE17, KC90, MS99, TS06, WZX+16, YLK+17].

Execution-Backtracking [ADS91]. Executions [MOK+18]. Executive [SM99, Wil97c]. Executives [SJM02].

Exemplar [MGS18b]. Exercise [JC00, HMP+01]. Exercising [AVF19].

Exist [Coy09b]. Existing [DSLB03]. Exists [HVF+00]. Expanding [Ano97e, Gee06].

Experience [Ano97g, Ano02i, BGS01, Boo12c, BDD+18, DSBM99, Ebe01, FPM01, FLN01, GRDL+12, GTS+19, GCR94c, HL05, KH00, KCC+01, MRZ+05, MLD+13, NR89, Pat09, PT18, Pre01, Rus91, SvHB02, SR91b, Tan95, UHC02, WKA96].

Experienced [CP02, Moy97]. Experiences [GJP99, Kan09, Str01, TSP+09, Tot06, TH02d, WW03].

Experiment [KLM11, Obri17, OCM+84, SSSW86].

Experimental [Bur95a, DM87, DRW03, JWKZ99, Ree06b, Sca89].

Expert-Judgment-Based [Jor05].

Expert-System [CFTZ89]. Expertise [LL16, RL16, ZSF91].

Experts [Ano14-33, Ano15-30, Ano15-36, Ano16-50, AS03, FNY09, SPB16, Ano17-52].

Explained [Ano93f, MSK00].

Explanation [WB06c].

Explanation-Oriented [Ray06]. Explicit [Fow01d, NCC+02]. Exploiting [HTE16].

Exploration [Kuh98].

Explore [AGIF17, Ano93a].

Explores [JKM+09, MJ97, WSD+09].

Explores [Mye94, Ber99].

Exploring [CH13c, Hat01, Hud88, HPG+00, IML16, LNR98, MCL+01, NBS+16, RKTS12, Sim95c, Syn12, WK03].

Extension [Got99a, Ker18a].

Examples [Bar96b].

Expressiveness [Fai19c].

Extended [Mill02].

Extending [CNZC17, DP94b, HAE11, HM13, Kor86, Nic92, Rov86, Spi15b, SH93].

Extends [Mur95].

Extensible [EFO14, EL02, Sc90, WB07a, KR88].

Extension [LLC12].

Extracting [CS05, ZHL+89].

Extracting [CS90].

Extreme [Dan00, Lon02, MSK00, Gl01a, Gre01, Pau01, PH01, Sch01, Str01, Mar00].

Extremely [Gl03b, SW02].

Eye [MHC03, VD15].

Eyes [SSWM16].
[Ave11, Jep13, Kan09,Lie02, Duk89]. Flip [SB95b]. Flooded [Rei95c]. Flow [NOS12]. flowcharts [Sca89]. Flows [Ker18d, SEM14]. Floyd [RTV12]. fly [SF93]. Focus [Ano93-31, Ano98y, Ano98z, Ano99i, Ano99j, Ano99l, Ano14d, Ano14c, Ano15g, Ano16g, Ano16f, Ano17q, Bar95e, Bar96a, Bau94, Daw95a, GF17, MHC03, Moo01a, Nie97a, ES09, Ri09, SM09]. Focused [Bus10d, Gi96b]. Focuses [Ano95c]. Focusing [Den88]. Fog [MOK+18]. Fold [Ber96a]. Follow [Gla05a, GAS+01, vS09]. Follow-the-Leader [Gla05a]. Follow-Up [vS09]. Food [Har06c]. Foolishness [Boa97]. Fools [Ch95]. Force [Pf05]. Forces [FTP11]. Ford [WCFG10]. Forecasting [KCF+08]. Forecasts [Rei95f]. Forces [REM+09]. Forgotten [Gl01b, Ner01, Spi05c, Tho98, Woo16b]. Form [DZH18, Ki96, WP86, Jac96]. Form-Oriented [WP86]. Formal [BBRTL90, BH95a, Ch98a, DG90, FFGM13, Ge90, GCR94c, GF96, Ha90, Ha96b, HA00, HSG+94, JKM+09, JBE09, Ju93, Kem90, LG97, MLD+13, MD86, ND90, Pal01b, SB90, Wn90b, YJC09, FKG97, Law96, LST91]. Formalism [CS05, Mey85]. Formalsim [HKG09]. formality [Jac96]. Formalizing [HKK93]. Format [EJ12]. Formative [RI12]. Formatting [CCCM17]. Format [Ano93f, Rys95, MMS88, KB88, Rys95]. Fortunes [KCL93]. Forward [Ano15q, Ano15r, Re03, Shu12c]. Foster [BBB+18]. Foundation [AK03b]. Four [DN04, Ebe06, KTH11, MSS10, MONF16]. Fourth [MJ88, VT88]. Fourth-Generation [MJ88, VT88]. Fplus [CAGR91]. Fragility [FH07]. Fragments [Har87]. Frame [Bas87c, Bas07]. Frame-Based [Bas87c, Bas07]. Framework [Ama07, ACF91, ACM+07, ABC+11, BBB+11, BR87, BW96, Car06b, CN92, CBM90, DCF+02, Fow09, GP13, Gue14, Har87, HS00, Hum88, Kru05a, LL03, MMW86, MGMS11, NH15, OHM+07, Pe11, RKK05, Scr18, SEK+19, VSB+16, Vit84, VMVS9, XZL+16, Sch96a, Shn97]. Frameworks [AK03a, Bas95, CVEK13, CC19, DFL00, Fac01, SA07, Spi06c, SS17, Sel90]. Framing [LAH10, Mai12c]. Francois [Car17a]. Frank [HEH06]. Franklin [Mil84]. Free [Gla03b, Gla08f, GBICMR13, Ki96, Mau90, MSAH17, RVGH17, Sc04, TV99]. Free-Form [Ki96]. Frequency [ZXT+15]. Frequently [Gla01b, Hol16c, Zve98b]. Fresh [AP00, Fle99]. Friction [AKN+16]. Frictionless [Spi13b]. Friend [Ano96h, Bus11c]. Friends [BH13]. Front [Ano14h, Ano14e, Ano14f, Ano14g, Ano15m, Ano15h, Ano15i, Ano15j, Ano15k, Ano15l, Ano16h, Ano16i, Ano16j, Ano16k, Ano16l, Ano16m, Ano17r, Ano17s, Ano17t, Ano17u, Ano17v, Ano17w, Ano18j, Ano18k, Ano18l, Ano18m, Ano18n, Ano18o, Ano19l, Ano19m, Ano19n, Ano19o, WB08e]. Frontier [DFP19]. Fruit [Per95]. full [SM88]. full-screen [SM88]. Fun [Gla07a, Gla07b, GAS+01, Shu11b, VK11]. Function [HPLH90, Kru05a, Fur97]. Function-Behavior-Structure [Kru05a]. Functional [An07, An096d, BK99, DG09b, ES14, Ebe15a, How85, Lan03, MMW86, TP86, AAF13]. Functions [CBK85]. Fundamental [Gla01b]. Fundamentals [Ano10f, Fid96, Pf97a]. Funding [Cha99b, DCH04]. Funds [Cha98b, PM98, San95a]. Future [ABB+15a, Ale99, Ano98o, Ano15n, Ath98, BLSS08, Bar95b, Bol04, Boo08e, Boo12b, Bos16, BHS07, Cur88, Dav97e, Dug98, Ebe15b, Gla99a, Gla02a, GH+09, Har06a, HSF+16, HJP16, Kay98, KOS06, Lch98, LRB+15, MM18b, dOMFP16, MCD19, Mic00, Mus85, Mye95c, PTFN+19, Pes97, PT09, Ree05, Rei95b, Rei95c, San98a, Shu11a, SCC+16, TYXL16, TMB17]
Galaxy [BB89]. GAM&IT [LM84].

Gambles [JJ97]. Game [Bal00, BC85, DK11, FSRdA11, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, Sca17, vWS09, PMSL14].

Gameplay [CMS11]. Games [BB89].

Gamble [LJ97].

Gamble [LJ97]. Game [Bal00, BC85, DK11, FSRdA11, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, Sca17, vWS09, PMSL14].

Gameplay [CMS11]. Games [BB89].

Gamble [LJ97].

Gamble [LJ97]. Game [Bal00, BC85, DK11, FSRdA11, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, Sca17, vWS09, PMSL14].

Gameplay [CMS11]. Games [BB89].

Gamble [LJ97].

Gamble [LJ97]. Game [Bal00, BC85, DK11, FSRdA11, Got01a, Hei98, LM84, MM08a, Sca04, Sca17, vWS09, PMSL14].

Gameplay [CMS11]. Games [BB89].
Government-Regulated [Voa99c].

Governments [AS03].

GPU [FTP11].

GQM [Lav00, vvSO+98]. GQM-Based [vvSO+98].

Grab [Ano92a]. Grace [Boo15a].

Graceful [Gre17a]. Grade [Fer01b, Pal01a].

Graduated [ON92].

Graham [Hor87]. Graham-Glanville [Hor87].

Grail [GMP14]. Grain [KL88].

Grained [ARTZ03, Mye94].

Grammar [Far84]. Grammars [Mau90].

Grand [GB00].

Grant [Bar95b, Cha98b, PM98].

granularity [CH93]. Graph [RW90].

Graph-Parsing [RW90]. Graphical [HLS90, RGR85, vMC92].

Graphics [Ano919c].

Graspin [MMN+89].

Gratae [CH14b].

Great [Ano93-37, Boo13c].

Greatest [Voa99f].

Greece [Gla06a].

Green [ASK14, BMR14, BMM+14, SMS+14].

Greener [ASK14].

Greenfield [Ras03].

Greening [SMS+14].

Ground [Ano01h, GHW02, Ker18c, SH02].

Grounded [BLP96].

Groundwork [Ahu99].

Group [LCE13, Mai02, PSGd18, RRL+17, TBvRB12, dSMdSC16, vGvDSV01, O092].

Group-Based [RRL+17].

Guideline-Driven [MMM+09].

Guidelines [Bar97a, Cha98a, FNY09, HH02a, HL11, Jor05, KCT12, PFS97, PCS95, RD96, SAT14, STG19, TSPB17].

Guards [BFC00].

Guards [BFC00].

Guessed [JMDB00].

Guest [JMDB00].

Guests [MB00].

Guests [MB00].

Guesstimation [JMLD00].

Hands [Ano97g, Ebe01].

Hands-On [Ebe01].

Handshaking [FGBS10].

Handwritten [Dya95].

Happy [Gla02d, Mac96].

Hardware [Bil94, Sun19].

Harnessing [IML16, Woo14a, Woo16a].

Harnessing [IML16, Woo14a, Woo16a].
Harsh [Ris12a, Rei18]. Hash [CBK85].
hashing [KR88]. Haystack [KB12, Whi96].
Head [Ano99a]. Headed [MONF16].
Heads [Cha99b, DAS+07]. Heal [Dav96f].
Healing [Mc89b, Mou01]. Health
[GVSP+17, Gla06c, JB04]. Healthcare
[Lv16, Li14, NS17, SWB+17, Spi17a].
Healthy [CPB+17, Hen99]. hear [MR95].
Heart [SK03]. Heaven [Med05]. Heavenly
[Sp18c]. Heel [Voa99c]. Heights
[Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Ano17-52]. Held
[Bac95c]. Helix [FO85]. Helland [Sai19].
Help [Ano96r, EG04a, Got01c, HeF95,
MSG+07, MC03b]. Helped
[DS97, MRF+13]. Helping [HeF95, vWAS06].
Here [BWN16, GIl96a, HVF+00, UG18].
Herey [Gla04d]. Hero [Gla08c]. Heroes
[Bac95a, Bak95]. Heterogeneous
[BMS+14, SN99, WZX+16]. Heuristic
[Mad97]. Heuristics [Gre18b, Sot01].
Hewlett [Pf95b]. Hey [TJC+19]. Hi
[Hol16d]. Hidden [Fer01a, Voa99b]. Hide
[Erd09c, VMM91]. Hiding [McC96f].
Hierarchical [MDM+94]. Hierarchy
[WGC+13]. Higgins [Rou12]. High
[Ano18-37, Ano18-38, BCC+08, Dav86,
FVHF95, GF16, GO15, Har05c, HKPS96,
LC85, LM04, N091, OCHW91, Pit00,
PRSV97, PSH02, RP06, R016, Ros00,
SJM02, Voa99a, Wi96, ZXT+15, FKMM89,
Ano92i, Mat00b, Pot09]. High-Assurance
[Voa99a]. High-Availability [Ron16].
High-Frequency [ZXT+15]. High-Impact
[GO15]. High-Integrity [LM04, RP06].
High-Level
[Dav86, LC85, SJM02, FVHF95, HKPS96].
High-Payoff [PRSV97].
High-Performance [PSO12, Wi96].
High-Performance-Computing
[BCC+08]. High-Quality [GF16].
High-Tech [Har05c, Ros00, Ano92i].
Higher [Das94, DJM04, HKPS96, KE10].
Higher-Education [DJM04]. Highlights
[CS17, ZK14]. Highways [LMP+15]. Hill
[Har03b]. Hilton [Her17]. Hindman
[Mey16]. Hints [Lam84]. Hire [Cos94].
Hiring [Kaa14]. Historian [Bas87b].
Historic [Gla99a]. Historical
[Bie00, Cus89]. Histories [PWS+95].
History [Ano08e, Ano19b, Boo18, Ebe08b,
JL03, Ob17, Ob18, SS08, Tar09]. Hit
[Mye95a, Spr95]. Hobson [Bri97]. Hoisting
[Fal14]. Hold [Got02c]. Holy
[GMP14, ZJ00]. Home
[JRS+09, Nie95a, Nie95b, Spr95].
Home-Page [Nie95a, Nie95b].
Homeopathic [Jac98a]. Hood [Cha98b].
Hope [Shu14d]. Horizontally [Fai19d].
Horse [Gla02c, MA07]. Hospital [RLBR12].
Hostile [Ale03]. Hot
[GB00, Rei04b, Rei96c]. Hour
[Gla94a, Ols93]. Hourly [SV16]. House
[Ano93l, Ano14d, Ano14x, Ano14-31,
Ano14-32, Ano15c, Ano15f, Ano15n, Ano15o,
Ano15q, Ano15r, Ano15b, Ano15-27,
Ano15-28, Ano15-29, Ano15-30, Ano15-31,
Ano15-35, Ano16-36, Ano16g, Ano16n,
Ano16t, Ano16u, Ano16r, Ano16y, Ano16-37,
Ano16-39, Ano16-41, Ano16-35, Ano16-44,
Ano16-43, Ano16-50, Ano17e, Ano17l,
Ano17q, Ano17x, Ano17-41, Ano17-44,
BFC00, OD98, VE05, Ano17-38]. HSDPA
[MMSM09]. HTML5 [TS12]. HUGE
[Che15, Mat01]. Hughes [HSW91]. Human
[AJM06, Ano92q, Boo12c, Boo14b, Boo16a,
Cap14, CPSY17, CMP17, DSBM99, DL98,
Fis89, Haz10, Hol15f, IML16, Lin85, MW91,
PWS+95, Shu13d, dSSS+09].
Human-Computer
[Ano92q, DSM99, Lin85, PWS+95, Fis89].
Humane [Ano92b]. Humphrey
[Mye95d, Shu11f]. Hunt [Tur03]. Hurdles
[NCC+02]. Hurricane [Ric11]. Hurt
[EA03]. Husband [Gla00b]. Hybrid
[GKD+15, KDM+19, MS99, NKR+18, Rie11,
SMN19]. Hygge [VBP17]. Hype
[Gla99c, HPG+00, MVS+99, RC95].
hypercube [RWS88]. Hypermedia [LF05].


Incorporating [DD10, JHWM07, Kod04]. Increase [Voa97a]. Increased [Bre14]. Increasing [GG08]. Incredible [Boo14c]. Incremental [DCH04, Erd10a, Got00, Raj00, RG04]. Increments [NT02]. Incubator [Moo01b]. Incubators [DGC+07]. Indecent [Cha98a]. Independence [SK95, Var88, Cod88]. Independent [CCD09, SM97]. Index [Ano95a, Ano96a, Ano97a, Ano98a, Ano99o, Ano00a, Ano01a, Ano02a, Ano03a, Ano04b, Ano05a, Ano06a, Ano08a, Ano09c]. India [Ano98g, Bag99, GAS+01, KRF01, MHC03, Moo01, See12]. Indian [Sad14]. Indicators [Sel09a]. Indigenous [KCC+01]. Inducing [CCMT16]. Industrial [Ano98g, Bro96, CH15c, Cox90, DNS+06, End93, GF17, HFR95, Jae93, MLD+13, Osh98, Pec13, PGG+18, SSS15a, SH93, vVoS+98, vdLLM09]. Industrial-strength [Bro96]. Industrializing [AO89]. Industries [BM04b, EHS15]. Industry [Ano92s, Ano93l, Ano93w, Ano95c, Ano96o, Ano98g, Ano02i, Ano03j, Bag99, BBB+18, BCHM97, BC08, CP02, CP18, CT90, Cha97d, Cur95, DFL00, Du02, Ebe08a, Ebe09, EKP16, ES17, Fer18, FFGM13, GTS+19, GCB+06, GF96, Gre17b, Gro04, HBB+11, HG00, Ju98, Ju01, JMS02, JMS06, Kaa14, Ksh05, LMG16, LDBF19, Mat96, Moo01, MONF16, Mor00, Pop18, Rei96a, Rei96b, RJl02, SPA11, SSE12, Str99, Str02, Sym10, Ter01, Voa99c, WCFG10, WAA+12, KCC+01, Wc89, Ano01i]. Industry-Academia [Ano93l, BCKM97, SPA11]. ineffective [HMP+01]. Inescapable [Ma12d]. Infamous [End08e]. Infeasible [Bha96]. Inference [BFKZ15, SSE12]. Inferred [PM99a]. Inflation [Hol15c]. Influence [ASP13, DJM04, MD97, dSMdSC16]. Influencer [FWS19]. Influences [McC00d]. Informal [HKPS96, WEF01]. Information [AW91, ABB+00, Ano93p, Ano99e, Ano19q, Ano19r, Ano19s, BP94, BMM04, BLWG99, Blu87, Bor85, CH13a, CR88, CC95a, CSR+99, Dav95e, FK04, Fre10, GPW97, GAM+17, Ha96b, Ha96f, Has05, Hol19a, JG08, KM02, LDO+14, Mc96f, OBS08, SCSCO4, Shn94, SAT14, Voa99e, VMVS19, vdBB17, Ano19p, Pf97a]. Information-System [AW91]. Infosec [MM00]. Infosys [RJ02]. Infotainment [CdAC+16]. Infrastructure [Bol04, FK04, HGS15, Joh17, SGH15]. Infrastructure-Monitoring [HGS15]. Infrastructures [BCH+01, Sp14a, Voa99d]. Infusing [Lat12]. Ingredients [Mar12]. Inheritance [Ano93-30, DTY94, HO87]. Inhibited [Mai11a]. Initiating [MNJP02]. Initiative [Fer18]. Initiatives [Lie02, PDNdSB12]. Injecting [CH15a]. Injection [Ano98h]. Inland [vdBB17]. Inner [SF15]. Innovating [Joh16]. Innovation [BBG19, Boo09d, BFC00, Bus13, Ebe07, EBS16, GFPK10, Ob13]. Innovation-Driven [EBS16]. Innovations [GH00, Rfi01a]. Innovative [JBHD08, KIB+08, dSMdSC16]. Input [PM98]. Inquiry [PTA94]. Ins [KR10]. Insecure [Kus95]. Insecurity [Lai08, Mic99]. Insider [Ano92k, Boa97, Coc97, Eic03, Ju98, KC96, Mat95b, Var95, Wat97, Ano92l, Chr94, Grr95]. Insight [BBG19, DSM09, Mat00b]. Insights [BGK15, KNR+01, Ob17, PZ15, RKW15, RBE19]. Inspect [Xu03]. Inspecting [SS08]. Inspection [ARTZ03, BP94, Bis00, DRW03, GV94, Hat95, HKPS96, HPG+00, MDWTR93, PL03, RBBP03, Ter96, Wel93, ON097, Rus91]. Inspections [DS07, Hat08, PV97, SS08, TRW03, vGvDSV01, ABL89]. Install [Sp12b]. Installshield [San98e]. Institute [BHS85, Mye95d]. Instructor [BTC+99]. Instrumentation [SR85]. Instruments [JML00]. Integrate [BCMN13, NC92, War89]. Integrated
CCWP11, DDS+97, DC04, Ebe06, GV94, Mey96a, MA00, Rob95, Zam17. \textbf{Keynotes} [Mye95a]. \textbf{Keys} [Dak96a, LL87, Mat00b]. \textbf{Kicking} [CH13b]. \textbf{Kief} [Joh17]. \textbf{Kill} [Far06]. \textbf{Kinder} [Ano92g]. \textbf{Kinds} [SMTS09]. \textbf{King} [Tor15, WJS97]. \textbf{Kirs} [Mai12e]. \textbf{KLOVER} [YLK+17]. \textbf{Know} [Ano93l, CH14b, Dak95c, DJS08, DBS09, GFH18, GFKY18, GKF19, GUP+14, HNB+08, Har03b, Har05f, Jor14, JMVS06, KT18, MM08a, MC02d, NE07, PHAH16, Ri10c, RAT+06, Sc03]. \textbf{Knowing} [Hay04, MJP+00]. \textbf{Knowledge} [AO88, Ano93s, BDA+99, CNZC17, Cha96a, CH15b, DAB06, DBS09, DVG09, DFLS05, DB99, EM93, EMB+99, GP05, HN90, IML16, JMO2, KS04, KN01, KSMS02, Lio02, ORM+17, PvdHM15, PTP+88, RJ02, Ram02, RFHM86, Re02c, RL02, Sev87, SM93, SMLF19, SRS+86, Syn88, Tiv04, WHC02, WG16, Wie84, Zku09, Ano17-41, Ano17-34, Ano18-34, Ano18-35, SSGT86]. \textbf{Knowledge-Based} [AO88, Ano93s, BDA+99, CNZC17, Cha96a, CH15b, DAB06, DBS09, DVG09, DFLS05, DB99, EM93, EMB+99, GP05, HN90, IML16, JMO2, KS04, KN01, KSMS02, Lio02, ORM+17, PvdHM15, PTP+88, RJ02, Ram02, RFHM86, Re02c, RL02, Sev87, SM93, SMLF19, SRS+86, Syn88, Tiv04, WHC02, WG16, Wie84, Zku09, Ano17-41, Ano17-34, Ano18-34, Ano18-35, SSGT86]. \textbf{Knowledge-Independent} [CCD09]. \textbf{Languages} [Ano96s, Ano08b, Ano14-34, Bor85, CL91, Cha87, CM07, Erd80f, EFO14, For09, Fre10, GHW5, HAE11, HR95, JDT01, Jon07, Kor86, LMM+15, RP06, Sh84, SFVFM08, Spi05b, TW07, TW14b, Wol89, WJKH92]. \textbf{Larch} [GHW85]. \textbf{Large} [AHZ02, AEP96, Brs+85, BH19, Bli16, BSD16, Cha96b, CS90, CC19, DHB15, DM06, FHMU85, HF95, Kna19, KT04, LL92a, MA00, MAN+14, Mye94, N15, NGR05, NS99, OSBA14, PL19, PS84, Rov86, SRK+09, S09a, SCW+18, SMLF19, THDK06, WCN85, ZJ39, GMS+96, MW96, Mye89b]. \textbf{Large-Grained} [Mye94]. \textbf{Large-Scale} [Brs+85, BH19, BSD16, CC19, Kna19, LL92a, MA00, MAN+14, N15, NGR05, OSBA14, PL19, SRK+09, S09a, SCW+18, SMLF19, THDK06, ZJ39, Cha96b, HF95, Mye89b]. \textbf{Last} [He01, Mat00b]. \textbf{Lasting} [Mat00b]. \textbf{Latest} [TLvV13]. \textbf{Later} [PT05]. \textbf{Latest} [Gre96]. \textbf{Lattice} [Che14]. \textbf{Lau} [Ko09]. \textbf{Laughing} [Boo16d]. \textbf{Launching} [Gre01]. \textbf{Law} [B96, Cos01, Cos94, Dak95b, Dak95c, Dak95d, Dak96b, Dak96c, Dak96c, HG99, Spr95, SMK+00, Tom87, Tr94, Zn92, Zn94, San88, JOL+00, KCD12, McC99b, SLG+00, WK15]. \textbf{Laws} [Fei07, dOdA16]. \textbf{Layer} [GRDL+12, LSG+05]. \textbf{Laying} [Ahu99]. \textbf{Lazy} [BCMV05]. \textbf{Lead} [Gla94a, VE05, VV00]. \textbf{Leader} [Gla05a]. \textbf{Leaders} [HSM+16, MFN16, dSMDSC16]. \textbf{Leadership} [Ath98, BCT+C99, HVF+00, Nis00]. \textbf{Leading} [Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Mey96c, MNS10, RH13, S09a, Ano17-52]. \textbf{Leah} [Pat09]. \textbf{Lean} [DeM95a, DS12, EA012, Ke15a, MNS12, NOS12, PC12, Tho15a, VE12]. \textbf{Leaner} [Mc97a]. \textbf{Learn} [Har05b, KC96, Pf02, Ric11, Rob09a, Sim04]. \textbf{Learned} [BHN+10, Bli18, BGB01].
BCH, CFQ07, Dam07, Dan04, Di 05, DC04, End03, GB95, GF99, Gr95, HR19, Jep13, Ker99, LW11, Mat00b, MS12, NK04, NS17, Pf93, Pit03, Ras03, RBBC03, Rom90, RH13, RW98, WD10, Wri11, Fis89.

Learning [BHN14, BGS01, BNW10, BM92, Bus99b, Bus10a, Bus10b, Car98, Car19, ES16, Erd05, FLC17, Gla04b, HD00, Har04e, HBN13, Hsi93, KA93, Kem92, KAC+18, Kru15, LCM107, LMG16, LE16, Mai12c, Mat00b, Nie97c, Nol99, Pre01, QBN+06, Rob05a, Sal17, SVHB02, SMP15, TAJB17, VBM+02, VK07, GSBO3, NR89].

Least [Fai19c].

Leave [BDS02].

Led [UG18].

Leg [Bud99].

Legacy [Ada96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Legal [Car00b, Car88, CCMT16, Dak96c, Gra99b, Gra00d, Sam90].

Legitimacy [Ado96, Ano93-29, BHS+10, Car98, Car19, ES16, Erd05, FLC17, Gla04b, HD00, Har04e, HBN13, Hsi93, KA93, Kem92, KAC+18, Kru15, LCM107, LMG16, LE16, Mai12c, Mat00b, Nie97c, Nol99, Pre01, QBN+06, Rob05a, Sal17, SVHB02, SMP15, TAJB17, VBM+02, VK07, GSBO3, NR89].

Legs [HT04c], [Lehman [dOdA16]].

Less [Ano93-29, Gra98a, Gor93, Mat96, Mc00, Che92].

Lessons [S199, Tho98].

Lessons [Amb02, Ano06k, BHN+10, Bal18, BMG06, BGB01, BCH+02, BOL17, CMM16, CFQ07, Coo95, Dam07, Dan04, Di 05, DC04, End93, Fis89, GB95, GF99, GV94, Gri95, Hsi93, Jep13, Joh95, KLM11, KC96, MS12, Ner01, NK04, NS17, Pf93, Pit93, Ras03, RBBC03, RCP+12, Rom90, RH13, RW98, SHR12, SS11, Sta99, WD10, Via15, Wei93, Wri11, HR19].

Let [Hin19, Jak00, Nie97d, SHZ+98, STG19].

Letters [Ale95, Ano96q, Ano96r, Ano97g, Ano98r, Ano98s, Ano99q, Ano04i, Ano04j, Ano04k, Ano04l, Ano04m, Ano04n, Ano05k, Ano05h, Ano05i, Ano05j, Ano06p, Ano06m, Ano06n, Ano06o, Ano07i, Ano07e, Ano07f, Ano07g, Ano07h, Ano08c, Ano09d, Ano13c, Bac95c, Bak95, Bas95, BHR+98, BPS+03, BTC+99, Boy97, Bri97, CCS+03, CJK+02, CSR+99, CM96, DMN+98, DSS+97, DB07, Dic95, DB96, DCF+02, Eme95, EMB+99, FV97, Fri97, GSB03, GN95, Gue95, HVF+00, HMP+01, Hon95, HPG+00, JLLP03, Joh95, JOL+00, JD97, KCC+01, KS96, Kla95, Kla97, KLe+98, KA+93, Kra95, LCE+01, Mar98, MVS+99, MMM+01, MJ+00, Mye98, NCC+02, PB98, RHK+03, RP98, RIn97, SLH01, SHZ+98, SLG+00, SMA9, SN95, SGW02, STA97, SB96, SB95b, SMK+00, TTT+02, TB97, VD96, WSL+99, WK+02, Wan95].

Legal [Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Legalism [Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Legalities [Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Legislation [Bar95e, Gra00c].

Legitimacy [Fra95].

Lever [BHHM86, BAB+87, BJ11, AM04, COFL14, RNA+16a, Win88].

Leverage [Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].

Leveraging [BCKS01, DSTH13, EBS16, FS98, HAE11, LBL17, MRF+13, PGG+18, RKK05].

Lewis [Har93c].

Lexical [Dya95].

Lexicon [Gre96].

Liability [Ado96, Ano93d, BJ11, Ben95, BLMG99, Che02, Coy00a, Dav95c, FFF+18, Got01e, Joh16, KH18, RW98, SE98, Sch98a, SHG14, Sne95].
WHG
KMSW00, LK10, MMYJ10, MRS10, Mor10, Nor02, SNMF13, SV02, SaA13, TH02a, WHG+09, Ano08e, MSG96. Line-of-Code [Mor10]. linear [ALMS92]. Lines [BCS10, BCM+04, Bos10, CðAC+16, 
CSC+18, FSRdA11, GFT15, MNJP02, dMSNRdCM+11, VK07, dOdA16].
Linguistic [GH10, JML00, NGBR05].
Linguistic-Engineering [NGBR05]. Link [Gra02, Hol16f, Toe97]. Linked
[PZ18, SI91, VD15]. Linked-List [SI91].
Linking [Cha97f, LH01]. links [Ano97e].
lint [Gim14]. Linux [Ana99, Ano98u, Ano99, Ano99j, Ano99k, AS03, 
BR99, BB99b, Bol99, Ded09, Gla99c, HHJC99, JWKZ99, Ksh04, Lei99, Mar04, 
RR15, Ray99, Ros98b, San98a, WSL+99].
Lips [Wie98a]. LISA [Ano15-35]. Lisp
[AGK+87, GGS9, ZHL+89]. List [SI91].
Listen [Mav12, Pes06]. Listing
[Ano19z, Ano19-27]. Literate [Ram94].
Literature [Cop97]. Little
[Erd08f, HKPS96, KS04, Rei02c, Rei96a].
Live [Jak00, RC95, Zve89a]. Lived [CGE19].
Lives [Mun98]. Living
[Ale99, Bal87, GVSP+17]. Loadable
dAdS99]. Local [LC85, SN89].
Localisation [Col02]. Lock [CH93].
Lock-granularity [CH93]. Lockheed
[DHMR02]. Log [MHLCL16]. Logging
[Sp106c]. Logic [Dav85, DW90, HKPS96, 
HR95, KE88, Zad94, Tc98].
logic-programming [Tic89]. Logical
[Var88, Cod88]. Logisp [Nar85]. Lonely
[Boo16c]. Long [CGE19, Got02d, Mun98, 
Rok03, SNMF13, Stu18]. Long-Lived
[CGE19]. Long-Term
[Got02d, Rok03, SNMF13]. Longer
[Et96b, Zve98a]. Longevity [CNCZ17].
Longitudinal [FO99]. Look
[Ano98h, BM91, BM09, Gla08b, HKPS96, 
HC91, JMV509, Lie02, ND90, NSV+08, 
Par18, Pfi95a, Rm97, Rut16, Sch95b, Shu11a, 
Shu12b, SDSP17, Oma89]. Looking
[Acl88, Ano93x, Ano18v, Ano19u, Ebe15b, 
GMP14, Gla02b, Shu12c, WB06d]. Looks
[Cha98a]. Loom [Boo12f]. Loops [Wol88].
Loral [SB96]. Losing [Gra99a]. Lost
[GM09, Lou03]. Lot [Hum01]. Lots [Rei96a].
Love [Bus10b, LW11]. Loving [Boo15a].
Low [PRSV97]. Low-Effort [PRSV97].
Lowball [CC95c]. Local
[Bud99, Cur01, Ded09, Gla98b, Gla98d, 
Gla98e, Gla98c, Gla99b, Gla99c, Gla00c, 
Gla00a, Gla00b, Gla00d, Gla00e, Gla01b, 
Gla02d, Gla08b, Gla09c, Gla09d, Jac98b, 
Jac99, Rif01a, Rob01b, Spi98, ZJ00]. Lua
[Hir07]. Lucky [BTC+99]. Luddite [Rut16].
Lunch [RvGH17]. Lure [Pal96]. Lying
[GRM08]. Lyn [Bel97b]. Lynce [MRF+13].
M [Cod88]. Mach [BRs+85]. Mach-1
[BRs+85]. Machiavelli [Pre95]. Machina
[Boo13a]. Machine [Dav00, DPCL14, 
KAC+18, LE16, Sal17, WSE14, Fra98].
Machine-Learning [KAC+18].
Machine-to-Machine [WSE14]. Machines
[Ano93a, Ano98q, Boo15a, TH02b].
Macintosh [MP88]. MacWorld
[Rei96a, Ano98o]. Mad [Bur95b]. Made
[Cor13, Cos94, Jep13, Med05]. Madness
[Ano98q]. Magazine
[Ano14n, Ano19d, Ano19-28]. Magic
[Bud13, DD10]. Mail [SN89].
Mailbox [Gla94a]. Mainframe [VD10].
Maintain [CR09]. Maintainable [ES92].
Maintaining
[FSM14, GF16, SLG+00, Voa98a, WM93].
Maintenance [Ano97h, Ano05m, ABFP86, 
Bas90, CS18, CAW97, ES14, Gla98d, Gla02a, 
Hol16d, KFP88, OC90a, ONR+90, OC90b, 
PH01, PT18, Ram00, RBBC03, Sch98a, 
Sha96, Tar09, ZAV02, HMM94].
Maintenance-Oriented [ZAV02]. Major
[Ano16p, Ano16r, Ano16q, DP03]. Make
[BPS+03, CKMV95, Fow03c, Hin19, Hor96, 
Jon07, KKC93, Stu18]. Maker [WG16].
Makes [Ano93-36, Chu93, Kle16, PV97,
Making | AACF13, Ano92i, AD03, BEE+88, BB91, BFC00, CS16, CDD08, Dav97b, DeM90, Fai02, FCH+08, Fer01b, Gla08a, Gla09d, Hsi96, Hum95, Kan99, KB02, Lon03, Mey18, Mey96a, NOK08, NOS12, OBSN08, PL19, Pal01a, PSGd18, Pf95b, RBE19, Rot00, Shn11b, SGSM10, Str96, Voa01c, WL12, Xu03. Malaysia | Sch99. Malicious | Ano99e, MM00, VM00. Malone | Sal17. Mammoth | Bol00. Man | Bro95, Mye95a. Man-month | Mye95a. Manage | GS90a, Tho94. Managed | GP13, LDO+14. Management | Ada95, AtHR11, Ano98a, Ano93p, Ave11, Bass7b, Ber03, BD97, BT05, BD94, BH95b, Bro96, BS03, Cab18, CT93, Car97, CSSP05, CC99, Cha96b, CSHA07, CJNI05, Con96, CS97, Coo95, CG08, CSR+08, CP06, DL03, DBS09, Don06, Ebe14, Fai94, Fai05, Fav10, Feo97, Gar05, GPE11, GPW97. HVE+00, HS97, Hx90, JKP+05, KR05, KNR+01, Kim19, LL16, LM03, LWCP17, Lie02, Lin87, Lis97, LLH+03, Lob11, Lon02, Lou11, MNS12, MC94, MR09, McK02, MA00, MDD09, MSK00, NGBR05, ND05, NOS12, PWS+95, Phi96, PS14, PT05, RJ02, Ram02, RKP08, RCLR18, Re00a, Re00b, Re01, Re18, RSE+90, Roy00, Roy05, RLO2, SM08a, SCA04, SMP15, SSC06, Sp12d, SJM02, SM01, TD12, Tom03, VE05, WHC02, Wie84, WWD97, YNM+91, Boe91, Fen90, For88. management | Har89b, LC87, Ros90, SO97, Lew98, Mat00b. Management-aided | BD94. Management-Speak | McK02. Manager | And94, And98a, Aus99, Bak01, Ber96a, Boe00, Cla02, Cos01, Cox97, DeM95a, Fer01a, Gil96a, HS97, Hoh99, Hum95, LJS97, Lis98, LRO02, Lot97, McC00e, ND90, Pet99, Phi96, Pre96a, Pre96b, Pre98, Pre00, PM97, Rei00a, Rei00b, Rei01, Rob99, Ros00, Roy00, San98f, Smi91, Sta99, Tho98, Voa98b, WG16, Wei98b, You95, Cha95. Managers | Ano17p, BTC+99, KHD19, Moy97, Pre98. Managing | BCS10, BP94, BH19, BG98, Bla18b, CAW97, Cha97c, CCSW10, Con96, DM96, Dec01, DAB06, Fav02, For97, GD11, Gil96b, GGGM19, HlLG03, JCP19, KHYT18, Ksl96, Leh98, LI12, Lit05, MSG96, MNA05, MCHK17, MRA98, MSK00, Mug98, Nes98, NJ+96, Nor03, PAB11, Pel12, PM10, Pit93, RKK05, RKW15, RDMA11, SM08a, Sch98b, Shn11b, Spi16d, TSPB17, Tsa11, VMVS19, Wil97c, Win90a, vGH15. Management | Mey96a. Maniacs | Cha97c. Manifesto | Pen15. Manufacturing | Ano17a, BHR+98, Bin97, Lev91, LRO02, PvdHM15, Sch96a. Manufacturing-Line | Ano17a. Many | Erd08f, GA04, MZ13a, Mye98, STM88. Mapping | CS05, GV11, HDS05, Mill02. Marietta | HHM94. Mark | Dav97b, JD97, TR05, WEFO1. Market | Dak95b, DeM14, GB00, GAS+01, Got99a, Gue95, Mat01, Rei00c, US04, Sad14. Marketecture | Hoh03. Marketing | PM00. Marketplace | McG11, MS04. Markets | Sch99, Wes08. Markup | SFVF08. Marriage | Chi02, Har03d, Spi18e. Married | BH13. Mars | Ano13d, Hol13, Mac00, St099. Martin | DHMR02, HHM94. Mary | Mil01b, Pf97b. Mashups | GG08. Masking | GKD+15. Mass | MS14. Masses | Lew84. Massive | GF99. Massively | DK11. Master | PTH+09, SC00. Mastering | Bro99, RS01, Rog00. Masthead | Ano14p, Ano14q, Ano14r, Ano14s, Ano14t, Ano15x, Ano15s, Ano15t, Ano15u, Ano15v, Ano15w, Ano16z, Ano16-27, Ano16-28, Ano16-29, Ano16-30, Ano16-31, Ano17-27, Ano17-28, Ano17-29, Ano17-30, Ano17-31, Ano17-32, Ano18w, Ano18x, Ano18y, Ano18z, Ano18-27, Ano18-28, Ano19v, Ano19w, Ano19x, Ano19y. Match | Med05. Matching | And03, LRP11. Mate | LG03.
Material [HT03a, LCA17]. Materials [Pes06]. Math [HMP*01, MMM*01]. Mathematical [FVHF95, Kan93]. Mathematical-Modeling [Kan93]. Mathematics [BH02, Gla00a, LCE*01]. Matlab [GRDL*12]. Matrices [RTV12]. Matter [Boo16d, JWCR18, VB16, WL12]. Matters [Ano14w, Ano14u, Ano14v, Ano14x, BB12, Gau05, Jor13, Ron16]. Mature [DP03, Lai93]. Maturing [Cur95, LSB02]. Maturity [Ano93u, Cur00, EMW*97, EL04, Ano17-36, Ano17-34, Ano17-37, Ano17-38, Ano17-35, Memorial [Che02], Memory [Boo08f, Boo14d, OC88, Sun98f, Bec90, For88]. Men [Hou95]. Menace [Ano17a]. Mentoring [Ram01]. Merger [Ano93-35, Mic00]. Merwin [Ano15b, Ano16b]. Mesos [Mey16]. Message-Based [Ols85]. Message/Object [Cox84]. Metaclasses [DP94b]. Metamodeling [AK03b, FGSK03]. Metamorphosis [WUG03]. Metaphor [Cop99, FV97, Gla94a, KNO12, Woo15b, OO92]. Metaphors [EEM01, Lov94]. Metaprogramming [DD10, Spi08a]. Metatools [EM93]. Metaview [STM88]. Meteorologist [Ric11]. Method [Ano93b, Bai98, BDKP99, CTC07, Dav98a, DCH04, FHRK93, FTR*94, GD12, Hor87, KPP95, LI12, LL87, MHC03, NC00, Nus96, SO92, WS00, ALMS92, FKSU07, Kar88]. Methodologies [ILM11, SSE12, VB16]. Methodology [Coc00, McC99c, Ros85, SMN19, SS18, THV09]. Methods [Ano97g, Ano98q, BBRTL90, BSST99, BH95a, Bud99, Cha98a, Col02, DG09b, DB99, FFG13, Ger90, GCR94c, Hal90, Hal96b, HA00, Jac94, JKM*09, KR05, Kem90, KKH95, LG97, MJ97, Mey18, MD86, NT06, Rei02b, RME03, Rog00, RAT*06, SC03, Vo00b, Win90b, RC89, Son97].
Metric [Mor10, PS90]. Metric-Based [PS90].

Metric-Based [CSHA07, Coo95, DK05, GPJD99, HPM16, Kil01, KJC07, MD90, MLL03, MOMM11, OYE06, PhD, PFl08, PSCO2, WGM85, ZZ93, vGH13, Fur97, HF97, Har89a, HAK+96, Nie96e, Ros90].

Metrics [GCR94b].

Metrics-Based [CSHA07]. Metric [GCR94b]. Meyer [Mey96b]. Michael [Beig97b, Mye95c].

MICO [Pud04]. Microarchitectural [GP05]. Microblogging [GP05].

Microcode [MD86, Veg86, WC86].

Microprocessor [SB90]. Microprocessors [EM91]. Microprogramming [Dav86].

MicroScope [AO88]. Microservice [RSS18, TL18]. Microservices [BHJ16, BDD+18, FFZ+18, JPM+18, KH18, LSCPE18, PZA+17a, PZA+17b, Thol5b].

Microsoft [Fer01b, An92d, An93l, Ano98z, Cha98a, CSM13, Lou07, Mye95a, Mye95c, Nus96, San95a]. Microtool [EM91].

Middleware [BMS+14, Bro99, DK11, LG03, San98f, Thol97, VVJ06]. Midlife [Gre17a].

Might [PPMD17]. Migrates [CFW+98].

Migrating [DSBM99, FFZ+18, Hor97, Hor98b, Rys95].

Migration [BHJ16, MDM+94, WC86]. Mileage [vGH11]. Military [Got01b].

Millennium [Feo09, Reo00, Sch00]. Miller [Ano11b]. Mills [Ano17x, Br96]. MIMD [LV92]. Min [CM12]. Mind [Bol02, TJC+19]. Mind-Mold [Bol02].

Minds [Bos13b]. Minecraft [Bos13b]. Mini [WS00]. Mini-Assessment [WS00].

Minimizing [TK89]. Mining [CH15b, DJ05, GHH+09, Hol19b, Ker18c, LAAN10, Men13, NZZ09, Tar09, WSD+09, ZS06, vGMRW14]. Minute [Whi12, vBv98].

Minutes [Whi03]. Miracle [Boo15f].

Mirror [Kla97]. Mirroring [JS95]. MIS [SMK+00]. Miscalculate [BHR+98].

Miscellaneous [Ano01]. Misconceptions [SBM02]. Misleading [JG08, KJC07].

Mismanagement [Har06b]. Mismatch [GAO09, GAO95]. Miss [JD97]. Missing [Gra02, Kna19, McC96f, Toc97].

Missing-Link [Gra02]. Mission [CDD+17, DMR04, KN04, Duk89].

Mission-Critical [CDD+17, DMR04, KN04, Duk89]. Mistakes [Ano92c, BM92, Car98, Gl08f, Jep13, McC96b, SMP15]. Misuse [Ale03, Nie97a].

Mitigation [BMS18]. Mixing [AW91].

MLOC [TS11]. MöbiGUITAR [AFT+15].

Mobile [AFT+15, Ano14-30, Ano14-31, BMS+14, Bou10, BCN16, CPB+17, Dig15, EAG+14, GFT15, GE11, GAM+17, GMB+14, Jaa02, KSN15, LANC07, LXC15, MS+07, MH17, MAN+14, RMM+12, RNA+14, RNA+16b, Sad14, See12, SJ15, SH13, SGM06, Shu12b, TS12, VMG12, ZCL11].

Mobile-App [BCN16, RNA+16b].

Mobile-centric [GMB+14]. Mobility [Shu14f]. Möbius [MM08b]. Mock [TH02].

Mode [Bur94]. Model [ABB+93, AKG+19, AFT+15, Aoy93, AK03b, BDA04, BST+94, BO89, Bin97, BHJM04, BCC+06, CS05, CFF+13, Car00b, CDD+17, CR11, CM07, CG08, DSB03, DD15, DI12, DT03, FSB+12, FCH+08, FFGM13, FGSK03, GLW06, GCH13, GMB+14, GGJZ00, HR11, HL99, KM99, Kim04, KCX+13, Koc00, KMM+04, KRO3, LDO+14, Lin94, Lit04, Lot97, MMSM09, M+09, MCF03, MHHF17, NSV+08, PCCW93, Pue97, RSS18, Rie11, RR+97, RS04, SJG13, Sch12, Sel03, SK03, Shu11a, Sim06, Til16b, UAO3, Uhl08, Var88, WUG03, WH04, XNM+91, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11].

Mobilization [AGK+19, AFT+15, FSB+12, FFGM13, MHHF17, NSV+08, Pue97, Sch12, ABB+93].

Model-Based [AGK+19, AFT+15, FSB+12, FFGM13, MHHF17, NSV+08, Pue97, Sch12, ABB+93].

Model-Driven [AK03b, CFF+13, CDD+17, CM07, DSB03, DD15, DI12, KMM+04, KRO3, LDO+14, MMSM09, MCF03, RSS18, RS04, Sel03, SK03, Uhl08, WH04, Zha04, ZS06, ZP11].
Model-Integrated [MMM+09].
Model-View-Controller [CG08].
Modelers [Tho04]. Modelica [HAE11].
Modeling [AW91, AR04, BDD+14, Bol09, CCY+89, CBMP05, Chc14, CFJ+91, CM+12, Dan02, DDBV18, DFL00, Dutt93, FKN02, FVHF95, FLKMR91, Glä94c, GyvdR06, Gra04, Hkt93, Hor98a, Hou01, IBM08, LMG11, Kan93, Kp09, KstM98, Lk03, Law98, LSS94, MCHK17, MBv18, Psgd18, Pp03, Rkp08, Rf09, San97a, San03, Smts09, Th02a, Tc66, Vns94, Vol11, Yjc09, Zha04, ZML+12, ZF99, vMC92].
Models [AvGCS07, Bhr+98, Bps94, CRR09, Csc+18, Dslb03, Fhs+06, Fc03, Hpsd00, Hbb+11, Hr11, Jbr09, Kgst07, Kl05, Ksts17, LvdH16, Lh01, Lmg16, Lrp11, Ln92, Ot11, Pop11, Rgdma11, Sk92, Sei03, Sp03, Taibj17, Tiu04, Wel02, Ws08, Wie98a, vWhz+10, Hk+96].
Modellers [Tho04]. Modern [BC86, Sha84, Til15].
Modernization [CM10, Kh18, Sdd+18].
Modularization [SrK+99]. Module [Fow04]. Modules [Bla18a, Ke10, dAs09]. Mold [Bol02]. Money [Gha06c, Sj15].
Monitor [Gvsp+17, Kc90, Tou11]. Monitoring [Hgs15, Lh+05, Ma13a, Rp09, Rob09b, Vrg16, Zk10]. Monolithic [Bdd+18]. Monoliths [Gg08].
Montezuma [Shu91]. Month [Bro95, Mye95a]. Monument [Pfh97b].
Morriss [Joh17]. Most [Mey04, O’l09, Osb11, Spi09d]. Motif [SrK91b]. Motivation [Blss08, Hsb+08].
Motivations [LvdH16]. Motorola [Bdy94, Ds97, Joo94]. Mountain [Cur95].
Mousetrap [Coc97]. Mouth [Ma07]. Move [Bb99b, Lai93]. Movie [Har03e].
Movies [Bps+03]. Moving [Ano15q, Ano15r, hM01b, Jms09, Lou10]. Mozilla.org [Sch99]. Mp [Ch93]. Mpd [Phk91]. Mr [HvdL10]. Ms [Bac95b].
Ms-Dos [Bac95b]. Msdn [Bsb13b].
Much [Ano93-40, Ano96v, Gla06b, Hb06, Sms+14].
Multicomputer [Rws88].
Multidisciplinary [Bpd02]. Multidomain [Rd99]. Multikey [Kr88]. Multimedia [Bou10, Gtf+87, Pm98, Rei94b, Sch92, Hsa89]. Multimethods [Sh06].
Multiple-Cpu [Hkr+90]. Multiprocessing [Zhl+89]. Multiprocessor [Brs+85, Emr85, Map85, Mw09, Oc88, Sj86, Wos88]. Multiproject [Pdk05]. Multitasking [Ccy+89].
Multithreading [Ano99d, Rd96]. Multitier [Abb+15b]. Multouser
SMP15, Spi15b, Str09, WEF01, KC97.

Ourselves [Boo14e, Mel95]. Outcome [WMH07]. Outcome-Based [WMH07].

outcomes [Sim96]. Outdated [Wil97c].

Outdoors [GVSP+17]. Outer [Kor96].

outperform [Sca89]. Output [Mat00b].

Outside-the-Box [Gla03a]. Outsourcing [BGM06, HKNS01, KRF01, MHC03, Rei04b, Tiw04]. Outwitting [Ano05k].

Over-the-Air [VOGB18].

Over-the-Transom [Ano92o]. Overcome [Hol19a]. Overcoming [BGM06, MDD09].

Overflow [ASR17, SB16]. Overhaul [Nie95a]. Overlaps [Tiw04]. Overlooked [TM04]. Overlords [Boo15c]. Overly [LCH17]. Overoptimistic [Jor99].

Overtake [BNM+17]. Override [Bar97a].

Overshadow [SM06b]. Oversight [Roz15].

Overview [AHL+00, Bol99, Lv85, MG17, PTV+10, SDP91, Wil96, WC86, WF89].

OVID [RBIM97]. Own [Bac97, Gra97, Har06c]. Ownership [BH19, EM15, Nor03]. Owns [Gem85].

Oxymoron [Boo10a, Orr04]. Oz [Boo13c].

Pacific [GAS+01]. Package [Ano93o, FC03, Spi12d]. Packard [Ano96m, Pf95b].

Packets [PM98].

Pack [HT03b]. Pad [RGR85]. Page [Nie95a, Nie95b, URK01]. Pages [FS12].

Pain [FWK+15, GR92]. Painless [LVS92].

Pair [Ano10c, DCF+02, DAS+07, GSB03, SMAU16, WKCJ00, Wra10]. Paired [Mir01].

Pairs [PSHH04]. Palm [Ano15f, Ano17l, Ano18h, SY99]. Panacea [ML03].

Pandora [ML03]. Panel [MF13].

Panelists [Mc96]. Paper [Nie95b, Sp07d].

Paperless [SC96]. Papers [Ano00k, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00h, Ano01h, Ano03k, Ano14b, Ano14i, Ano14-34, Ano15c, Ano15d, Ano16n, Ano15c].

Parable [Kla97].

Paradigm [Ano93-37, BMM04, BMM05, Coo97, DCF+02, Jur97, KL04, KC16, OC90a, San95b, Ven05, VGD19, SR91a].

Paradigms [Bus10c, DD10, HHLJ10, PWS+95].

Parafunctional [Hud88]. Parallel [AK85, Ano96s, BO89, Bee90, CK91, Cla98a, EGP92, GG89, GGJ+89, HE91, KT88, KL88, KC90, LC87, Oks85, Pra85, QH90, Rec91, SR85, WJS97, ASM89, Bal89, BAS89, KB88, Tie99].

Parallel-Execution [KC90].

Parallel-Programming [BO89, ASM89].

Parallelisation [GS11]. Parallelism [CV88, Dig11, Dou85, OC88, PSK11, WKH92].

Parallelizing [CC94, GAY93, PJWT99, VM12].

Parameterized [TS06]. Paring [BALV03].

Paris [GCR94b]. Parlog [Bl48a].

ParseMe. [Lew98]. Parsers [Dya95].

Parsing [RW90]. Part [Boo09e, Boo09f, Bus09b, BH10a, BH10b, Bus10a, Bus11a, Bus11b, Bus11e, Bus11f, CDD08, Gla07b, Gom06, HBS17a, McCo6, PZA+17a, PZA+17b, Spi09d, Wat18a, Wat18b, Ano04o, Bus10b, Gla09c, SM09b, Spi05c].

Participation [Ano99f, CMY17, DRR+07].

Participatory [CPP16]. Partly [Rei95f].

Partners [EJ12, San95a]. Partnership [KHD19]. Partnerships [CH15c, San08].

Party [Cou99a, Cou99b]. Pascal [DSBM99, GAY93].

Passes [Ano96h].

Passing [Erd10d, Fra98, Shu14e, Rei90].

Passion [Har06c]. Passport [Bar95a].

Passwords [Har06c]. Past [Boo16f, BHS07, GA06, Gla99a, KOS06, Obr17, Pes97, Rec05, VBM+02].

Pat [ASM89, Sal19]. Patch [BS03, SCB15].

Patent [Bus97b, Bar95e, Gra00a, Gra00c, Aha99].

Patents [Gra99a, GKO2, McL05, Sku99, WGK+02].

Path [AH96, Dör18, PRO8, WOB00].

Pathfinder [Sto99]. Pathological [Bak95].

Patrick [DMN+98]. Pattern [Ale99, CG08, FGSK03, HA11, HWBYZ13, TEvHQ12, WC02].

Patterns-Based [FGSK03, HA11, TEvHP12]. Patterns [BGS01, BALV03, Boo08a, Bud13, BHS07,
EM09, FV07, Fra99, FPK07, GE12, GC08, Gil96b, Gra97, GWP+11, HvG09, HR11, HM02b, KvdL10, LB00, Law96, Lis97, LS07, MC94, McCre97f, Mun98, PC09, RM04, RC95, RH05, Sch96b, SY99, SS06b, SVSC09, SN07, Spr95, SM01, TB02, UA03, UE07, VE12, WK11, WCCR08, WES10, vGB08, ALMS92.

Point-Counterpoint [MC94, CC95b].

Point/Counterpoint [AW03, Bac97, Bec07, CK02, CHJ+06, CB00, EM09, FV07, FPK07, GC08, GWP+11, HvG09, HR11, HM02b, KvdL10, LB00, LS07, McC97f, PC09, RM04, RH05, SS06b, SVSC09, SN07, Spr95, SM01, TB02, UA03, UE07, VE12, WK11, WCCR08, WES10, vGB08].

Points [HBS17a, HBS19, Hol15e, NCK11, PDV+18, Fur97]. Poised [GAS+01]. Police [Shu12c].

Police [Shu12c].

Politics [And98a, Mai12d, SM06b].

Pollinating [Ano98l]. Pollination [ME00].

Poor [Voa99b]. Pops [Cha98b]. Popular [MLI04].

Portability [Spi06e, Sp13d]. Portable [BBE+88, BHHM86, GAY93, JS95, WC06].

Portend [Mye95c]. Portfolios [CSHA07].

Porting [Sch92]. Pose [KL97a]. Position [Mey96c].

Possibilities [SS18].

Postmodern [Kru05b].

Postmortem [BDS02, CDF06].

Postwaterfall [CCS+03]. potatoes [Ano97e].

Potential [BHS85, Gl03a, Jal89].

Potholes [Gra99c]. Potion [DD10].

Power [AVF19, Boo07c, DeM13, Hod13, LBL17, McLo6, PCP14, Ris07, Ste95b, Woo16a].

Power [Koc98]. Powerful [WB06d].

Powering [DW00, WAA+12]. Powerless [Mey96c]. powers [Got02a], PQ [CCY+89].

Practical [Cha98a, CP06, DBSM99, Dav96c, DS07, DBS09, DFL00, DRW03, GJO+18, Jor05, KSM02, LSB02, Mye98, OY95, OBS08, Pet85, Rog00, SKC93, SM92, Wel00, WE04, Wol89, Yam98a, Coo95].

Practice [ABB+15a, AvGCS07, Ano03k, Ano05n, BHS85, Big96, BHY+03, Blo99, BTC+99, BW14, CC99, CLB03, CMK03, CMK09, Dan07, Dan04, DK05, DBS99, DMG19, Gar05, Gla98a, Gla99d, Gla03c, Gla05c, GGLW06, GLT03, Gre18a, Gre18b, GGGM19, Har03d, How95, Hsi93, KDL17, KP99, KL05, KCD09, KNO12, KDM+19, LCM06, LSF03, MRZ+05, Mat00b, Mso03, NL03, PMSL14, PZA+17a, PZA+17b, PR08, Rei03a, RKTS12, Rob01b, Ros05, SKT+92, TH04c, TB02, WPJH98, WG16, Whi00, WHR14, WWD97, WBO9c, ZP11, ZHD+13, Sch95b].

Practices [Ano98g, BC86, CR08, Dec01, DAB06, DLV99, FWK+15, GLA14, Got08a, Har04a, JB00, Jon96, Jon03, Jor19, JMS06, KPO9, Kle98, Koc00, LF05, MKCC03, MGS+18a, McC96b, McC96c, McC96d, McC96e, McC97a, McC97c, McC97d, McC97e, McC98c, McC98a, McC98b, McC98d, MMY10, MCL12, MSSMDC14, RBPP03, Rei04b, Rog00, Ros06, Run06, Sca04, Sca17, Spi18b, SJM02, SF15, Str99, Tur03, US09, VE05, WB06f, ZBS16, Boo91, McC97b, Kus95].

Practicing [Gha14]. Practitioner [BH02, CN07, Dav96f, Gla00a, PZTF12, PLC19].

Practitioners [Ano96r, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, DKJ05, FS10, LCA17, LTS12, LCE+01, MCBT13, PM00, PLTC16, PLC18, San98d, San98e, San98f, ST10, SS18].

Pragmatic [Ber03, Bns09a, Fai19b, JBD08, Kec15a, Pat09, SC00, Woo14b, WF18].

Pragmatics [Sel03]. Praise [BHR+98, Gla98a, Kla97].

Preach [Gha14]. Predictable [Ano93f, BBdH+11, MKHV06]. Predicting [Gla02a, HS90, VMM91, VCM+97].

Prediction [HBB+11, KWM92, KAKG96, KL05, LMP16]. Predictions [Dav98c, HKR11, HDS05, Ker18b, Lan96, Voa00b].

Preparing [BCB+17, HT03a].


Preserve [SE98]. Preserving [KYM+04, SB16]. Pretty [Cam88]. Preventing [Pos85, Wil97c]. Prevention [McC01a, WMM18].

Price [Dak95d]. Pricing [BA10, Dak96c].

Prime [McC99c, UA03]. Primer [CTW98, RE04, Wil97b]. Prince [LMP16].

Principal [CSS12]. Principle [Fai9c, KL04, LSM84, SH02].

Principle-Driven [SH02]. Principled [CVEK13]. Principles [Ano93f, Ano98g, BW17, Boe91, DFD+16, Etl96a, FNO92, Kus95, McC99d, RG02, SPA11, Sch95b, Woo16a]. printer [Cam88]. Printing [Ano14z, Ano15y].

Priorities [BCH08, Cha99b, Pet85]. Prioritization [ASC07, CH15a, SAO+17]. Prioritized [TRW03]. Prioritizing [KR97].

Priority [Ano93-30]. Privacy [Ano92a, Ano92e, Ano93-38, Ano98], Ano98w, Ano00m, Aoy93, Bac95a, Bia98, BG94, BZM+95, Bau94, BO89, BMGT01, Boe96, BALV03, Boo07a, BM04a, Car94, CPP10, Cla00, Col94, CDF96, CCWP11, CF02, Coo95, Cur00, CSR+08, DLSZ05, DeM13, Dec01, DS97, Dio93, DT03, DC04, Dut93, EMP05, EA03, EL04, Erd05, Erd08a, Erd09f, FH07, FO99, FCB00, FLN01, GVE11, GFH18, Glao0b, GFPK10, Got08a, Gre01, HMK+94, HK94, HS97, Hum88, HSW91, Hum95, Hum96, Hum00, JP03, JBR99, Jak98, JB96, JD98, Jun18, KM02, KH00, Kem90, Kin04, KC16, LOCPL16, Lav00, Lev91, Lev90, LR00, Lin94, Lith04, LG03, LLL+05, MNA05, MS14, Mat00a, MD02, Mcs96, MS92, MSK00, MSSMC14, Mye95b, Mye95d, New95, PSV94, PM10, PR94, PWS+95, Pre96a].

Process [RKK05, Ram02, Rif01a, RJ00, RM00, SM09a, SC04, Shu12c, SC03, SSS15b, Sut00, TV99, TM94, TS01, TC86, Tol03, UHC02, UG18, Vis94, Wei98a, Wel00, Wie99, WS00, Yan99, dSA95, s04, s09, vWHZ+10, ABL89, Be097a, BCM88, Hal96a, Pre96b, RHK+03, JBR99, Rog00, vGMRW14, Ebe01, MRA98, SC00].

Process-Control [Lev90, dSA95].

Process-Improvement [Ano92e].

Process-Intensive [Gre01]. Processes [Ano05o, ACM+07, ABC+11, BMDK15, BT05, BOS00, Cur98, DAEE08, EEM01, Erd10a, HM13, Jak90, Kan09, Koe00, Lai93, MTE00, RP09, Wil97c, YBBP05, ZME00, vWAS06].

Processing [Ano96s, DFP18, DY93, FDE+17, GGS99, Kod04, KL88, Lew84, Ols85, SR85, WX+16, ZSF91, XZL+16]. Produce [EG96, Voa97b].

Product [BCS10, BHA09, BH19, BHJ+03, BCM+04, Bos10, CdAC+16, CSC+18, CSHA07, CJNM05, Ebe01, Ebe06, Ebe14, EBS16, FH07, Fen96, FSRdA11, GFT15, GFPK10, Jaa02, Jol00, JN10, JKC04, KLD02, KM99, KUG18, KMSW00, K10, LX17, MSG96, MNS12, MNJP02, MMYJ10, MRS10, NT02, dMSNRdCM+11, Nor02, Rei18, RE04, SNMF13, SV02, SdA13, Sch96b, Sim06, SW11a, TH02a, WHG+09, vWHZ].
ZF13, dOdA16, vdL02, Gra90, KCC+01.  
**Product-Development** [EBS16].  
**Product-Line** [Ebe01, MSG96].  
**Production** [Far84].  
**Productivity** [AH96, BMJH96, Cha99a, Gla08c, Gro04, HG00, Lim94, MKCC03, MF00, Max01, PSHH04, FS84].  
**Products** [Ano93c, Ano98x, Ano98y, Ano98z, AW06, Gem85, HdlGG03, Pat08a, Rei96b, Rav96, San98d, San98e, San98f, Pou95].  
**Professional** [Gee06, JL03, Koc00, Mus85].  
**Professionalism** [ABH+11, BvdHOP12, BTC+99, Boo12d, McC99e, MT99, NYMS12, NS05, Row96, Som16, Spi06d, SMAU16].  
**Program** [And03, Ano92e, Bar95d, BZM95, Con96, DJSS97, DHMR02, Eng99, FTB06, GA06, GdHN08, HN90, HPLH90, Kil01, Lea91, LCS91, LSM84, Mcc01b, Par99, PHK91, PTH+09, RD96, ROL90, SMB02, YLK+17, HF97, LH89, OJ97, Pal01a].  
**Programmable** [TM17].  
**Programmer** [Fri97, McC97d, MP88, SC00, Wil03].  
**Programmers** [Ano93f, Bla18b, Boo10d, Car19, Gor95, Jef97, McC97b, PHAH16, Ris10c, WES87].  
**Programming** [Gla01a, Gre01, KP99, Pau01, PH01, Sch01, Str01, Wei99, Ano01f].  
**Program-In-The-Large** [WCW85].  
**Programs** [Ale01, BH17, Bar95a, CT91, CC94, DJM04, EGP92, Eng99, GS11, HE91, HL85, Hol17b, Hol17d, Lea91, LCS91, LSM84, Mcc01b, Par99, PHK91, PTH+09, RD96, ROL90, SMB02, YLK+17, HF97, LH89, OJ97, Pal01a].  
**Progress** [Amo18, Dav86, Ebe18, Erd10e, Erd10f, Pfl08, San95a, SRS+86, YMS94, Lar01b].  
**Progression** [Shu14c].  
**Progressive** [BBdH+11].  
**Project** [AHM86, AR04, AHZ02, Ano92i, Ano99d, Ano17p, Bas87a, Bau94, BB99a, BDS02, BALV03, CSSP05, CC99, Cha96b, CN9505, Csc00, CDF96, Coo95, Don06, Dow87, DGC+07, DB99, EK08, Fav10, Gar05, Gla02d, GF99, Han06, HS97, JB00, JKP+05, Jor19, KR05, LM03, LJ97, Lew98, Lim93, Lis97, Lon02, MCH15, McC97e, Mcc01e, Mcl12, Mel05, Mey96a, MS12, Moy97, Mug08, ND05, NCK11, Phi96, PSC02, Pre98, PT05, RKP08, Rob03, SM08a, Sch98b, Smp15, Sp00d, Sm01, Syn12, THDK06, VE05, VB16, Wld97c, UHC02].  
**Project-Processes** [Wil97c].  
**Project-Starting** [Sch98b].  
**Projecting** [VWK15].  
**Projects** [Ano93h, Ano93y, Ano12a, AW03, BH19, Blu16, BSD16, Byt99, CSSW10, Cla98a, CS97, DHB15, DM96, DeM11, DNR04, FGBM14, Fa04, FW03, GMR08, GDD07, GJP99, Gum06, HDR+86, HL01, KSM02, KT04, Lar01b, Mac96, MZCH13, MS02, MCB13, Nes98, Ram00, Ram01, RBH07, Rec99, Ros04, RM00, SM08a, STG19, ZMP17, MW96, Ras03, vdL02].  
**Prolog** [Dav85, Kar88, CV88, Den91, GS90b, Mul86].
Prolog-Based [Den91]. Promise [Cha96a, Cuk05a]. Promised [TD19].
Promises [Cha97b, LG97]. Promising [Dak96d, PC97]. Propaganda [Har04c].
Proper [CC95b]. Properties [KYM+04, Roz15, Xu03]. Proposal [Cha97e, Cha98a, Hil97, Mil01c]. Proposals [FGBS10]. Proposed [Bar97b, GD02].
Protoyping [Luq92b]. Proud [Dav95c].
Prove [Mye98]. Providers [Fab10, GB00, Jor16, Sim95b]. Providing [GMB+14, Lav00]. Proving [Fra95].
Provisioning [BMR14]. Provoking [MGR04]. Prowl [CH16b]. pseudocode [Sca89].
Psychology [Rup02, TBvRB12, Wei99]. Public [Ano96d, Cuk05a, Fow02a, Fin96].
Publications [Ano16-35]. Published [Fow02a]. Publishing [Cab18], Pull [Sto03].
Pulled [Wil99a]. Pulling [HJA08].
Purpose [Dan02, MHB08, PTNF+19]. Pursuit [Cur00, Fav96, SLG+00, VBP17].
Pushes [Bar97a]. Pushing [Mye95d]. Put [Hsi93, OG07]. Putting [DDS+97, Haz10, Nie96b, Off13, RE03, Sto02, WW97].
Puzzle [OC90b]. Python [RO15].
Q&A [Che97]. QA [Yac03]. Qlisp [GG89]. quadtrees [BK89]. Qualitative [BHGI3, Dou85, KKL97, TC86]. Qualities [HSEG10]. Quality [Abe07, Ale01, Ano93e, Ano93o, Ano97g, Ano00m, Bar98, BBD+04, Bau94, BHR+98, Bin97, BCH08, BDKP99, Böe08, BI96, BKCF14, Bus10d, BAA+12, Car94, Car00a, CYM+15, CPP16, Car19, CM90, Col94, CKMV95, Cou99a, Cou99b, Cri06, DHBF15, DS07, EG04a, EM96, EMB+99, Fav96, FW19, Fen96, FC03, Fru99, GF16, Gla98b, Gl08, HMP16, Hal95, Hat95, Hay03, HDS05, HEH06, Hir05, HBCH14, HL11, Hou95, HB06, Jac95, JS08, JD98, JKCC04, JM02, KYHT18, Kee00, KAKG96, KL96, KL98, Kra95, LA03, Lan96, LY98, LGM16, Lev91, LSKC12, Lim94, LSS94, MKCC03, McC02f, MVS+99, MH06, MRA98, Mil01c, MSK00, Off02, OY95, OBSN08, PL03, Pi97a, Pi97c, Pi98, PV97, PS14, PS84, Put91, RS08, RLBR12, Rol95, Rol99b, RA96, Ros98a]. Quality [SM10a, Sch96b, SLG+00, SSZ06, Sim96, Spi16e, SM06b, Str96, SSS15b, Tar09, Ter96, Tia04, URK01, VV00, Voa97b, Voa99b, Voa99d, Voa99f, Voa99i, Voa99o, Voa00a, Voa00c, Voa01a, Voa01b, Voa03, ZK10, Zve98b, Har89a, Ros90, Sie92, Ada95].
Quality-Driven [DS07].
Quality-Evaluation [Tia04]. Quantify [Bur94, Mai06a, MD90]. Quantifying [Cla00, McC00b, MA89, SJS12].
Quantitative [CSR+08, FCH+08, MVS+99, MW01, RKP08, Sch07, TD12, KKL97]. Quantitatively [Mos92]. Quantity [Ano97g]. Queries [Shm94]. Query [CB98, DY93]. Question [Boo14f, DDS+97, SB16]. Questioning [Gla03d]. Questionnaires [AK99].
Questions [Boo14a, CPP16, FS10, GSB03, Hol16c, JOL+00, Kus96, Zve98b]. Quick [Ano98b, Rei00c, San98f]. Quick-to-Market [Rei00c]. Quickly [Gra99a]. Quiet [An00m]. Quit [MJP+00]. Quo [BLP96]. Quoins [CH13d]. Quotes [Cur95, Obr18].
R [Bei97b, SSZ06, San95a]. R&D [Bei99].
Race [Ano93y, KC16]. Racing [CMS11].
RAD [Car95, MS95, RC95]. Radical [Cha97b, DCF+02]. Radio [Bhu19, MLL03].
Rails [BK07, Vis08]. Railway [FFGM13].
Raising [JOL+00, McC01f, Kal94].
Ramping [Got02d]. Randomly [Hol17c].
Range [Tor15]. Ranking [LCS97].
Rapid [Ano93z, GB95, Hol04, RIP+01, SCB15, SAG+97, TYZP05, Vis08, For97]. Rapidly [LB88].
Rare [AGIF17]. Rate [vGH12].
Rates [Ano93g, GT05]. Rating [RNA+16b].
Ratings [KNH16, RNA+14]. Ratio [Erd08c].
Rational [BMGT01, Spi08a]. Rationale [Fuj99].
Rationales [TSPB17]. Rattle [MRE05].
Raw [HT03a, MCH15]. Raynaud [Car17a]. Raytheon [Hal96a].
RDBMS [BPS94]. Re [WSL+99, AW06, DHH+19, DP03, Ge17a].
RE’03 [WE04]. Reach [Spi15b]. Reactive [DSM+18, Sav08, Til16b].
Read [Ano16-35, Kru09b, McC98f, SCC11, Wie98a].
Readers [FF08]. Readies [San95b].
Readiness [McC97c]. Reading [Dan03, Jac95]. Ready [BWD+17, Got01a, LL03, McC99c, UA03, Bre89].
Real [And98b, Ano93f, Ano93-30, BS86, Coo95, DNM+98, DN97, EH95, FL86].
Real-Life [Lau98]. Real-Time [Ano93f, Ano93-30, BS86, FL86, Gom06, KK91, LDO+14, LLH+05. Mar04, PH93, RP06, RS84, Sp90, SH93, WGFCS6, Par96a, ZLJW95, CCE+89, Deu88, FKU97, For88, LB88, SR91a].
Real-World [Car95, DeM95a, Erd10c, Gla98c, GSB03, JS08, KT18, LB00, Wra10, Law96].
Reasoner [VD15]. Reasoning [THV09].
Reasons [Ros04]. Reassurance [Kus95].
Rebecca [Ano10b]. Recasting [WOS94].
Recently [Tom87]. Rechoirments [Dav98d].
Recipients [Aae03]. Recommend [Bar95b]. Recognition [Ano16v, DPCL14, GAS+01].
Recognizing [Ano18-37, Ano18-38, Bal99, RW90, ROL90].
Recollections [EM18]. Recommendation [RW10].
Recommendations [CC19, LLS+06]. Recommender [CPB+17].
Recompiling [MBL08]. Reconnaissance [YD01].
Reentering [DB97].
Redoing [Vit84]. Reduce [HF95].
Reducing [AKN+16, BS03, Fow01b, Voa99b].
Reduction [UM10]. Redux [Spi17e].
Reengineering [Ado96, BH95b, Bus11b, CPS18, DD95, EK02, MGG+95, Moo02a, New95, PcdGPE11, PSSV97, Svo95].
Reentering [DB97].
Reexamination [Hat97a]. Refactor [Fai99a].
Refactoring [BS15, Bus11a, Dig15, GFGK03, GRD11, GO15, HO15, LML+15, MHH08, MHR105, PCCP14, SSS15a, SGS10, Spi12e, Voa15, Zim15].
Referees [Ano03m, Big96, Dav97d, MCM00g, McC02g].
Reference [GGJZ00, LM03, PvdHM15, San98f, WE16].
References [Har06a, MMM+01, KHA+03].
Refinement [Hen94]. Reflect [CH16a].
Reflecting [BHS+14, Rob01b, Spi16e].

Reflection [BHN14, NYMS12, OLPS04, vS09, GA05].

Reflections [KLR89, vV06]. Reflective [BW14, DMG14, PMSL14]. Refocus [SMK+00]. Reform [Gra00c]. Refreshing [Cha99a, WB06e]. Regarding [Gla04d].


Relationship [BBB+18, KNH16, SM88]. Relationships [HKNS01, Jor19]. Relative [Jor13, KE10]. Release [ABB+15a, RR15, RS05, Spi15f, Spi18b, Bre89, Abb+18].

Releases [MFS15, San95a, SCB15, ZXT+15]. Relevance [Ano07j, Hon09]. Relevant [Gla09d]. Reliability [AvGCS07, ARW96, Bei97b, BG95, BL92, CR88, Cuk05b, ELM90, Eve95, EH95, Ham92, KWM92, KCK+13, Lan96, LBWX17, LN92, Moo01a, ME90, Mus93, PMM93, SK92, SKT+92, Sp17e, SM92, TL96, TP98, Var95, KKL97].

Reliable [Ano92i, Hol15a, JDT01, JM02, Tau95, VV00, ZXT+15, Hol14]. Reloaded [FM08, TS06]. Remains [Gla03b, Gla06b]. Remediation [BS00]. Remedies [Jac98a].

Remembering [Ano11b]. Remembrance [Boo10f]. Remote [CT11, Gon02, San98f].

Renaissance [Cur88, Roy00]. Rendezvous [GC85]. Rendezvous-Based [GC85].

Renewal [Sne84]. Renewing [Fav10].

Repair [Cha99c, SEK+19, WB08f].

Repairing [LCW11]. Repealed [McC99b].

Repertory [NE07]. Repetition [Fow01a]. Replacement [CT11]. Replay [CT91].

Replicated [EK08]. Replicating [AGIF17]. reply [Cod88]. Report [BZM+95, Bol04, BHKR01, BDD+18, Coo01, Dav95a, DKKK90, DKMS91, EV10, GTS+19, GD02, IHRS19, Ju01, KH00, Luq92b, MM00, MS95, Moi01, PDK93, PT18, PD93, WW01, WS00, PJK97].

Reporting [ON92]. Reports [Ano02i, NMM19, Str01, ZC1L19].

Repositories [Cuk05a, DDIP15, Yin94, ZS06].

Repository [LWHS01]. repossession [Zan92]. Representing [GS90b, Lub91].


Requirements [Ale06, AAF13, And94, And98a, Ano08d, AW03, App02, AD03, ASC07, dSAPW+14, BHAW09, BBC+16, BL98, BGM06, BB17, BCHO8, Boe88, BGO1, Bol99, Bre14, Bus99b, CNS08, CR98, Car17b, CMP17, CBN13, CC00, CH13c, CH13b, CH13d, CHH5M13, CH14a, CHL14, CH15b, CH16a, Cod09, Coo10, DFFP18, DESG00, Dan07, Dan04, DHB15, DP94a, DL03, DeM13, DRR+07, DHH+19, DJ808, DAE08, DP03, Ebe06, EJ12, EG04a, FC19, Fav02, FCH+08, FB15, FV19, FWK+15, Fer18, FDE+17, FGBS10, GW07, Gl08, Gon05, GM09, GM11, GHC13, Got03, Gra02, Gra03, Grel7b, Gr18a, Gr18b, GSA+17, GGJZ00, HL05, HLG03, HL01, HA00, Jac96, JLLP03, JL06, JB04, Jun98, JMS02, KRE+08, Kna19, Koh05, Lab94, Lau03, LWE01, LX99].

Requirements [LM04, LCH17, MNJ16, MM08a, MBLN10, MN98, MG01, MGR04, MRE05, Mai05, Mai06a, Mai06b, Mai07, Mai08a, Mai08b, Mai09b, MJ10, Mai11b, MW11, Mai12b, Mai12c, Mai13a, Mai13b, MH98, MM08b, MG17, Mug18, MCL+01, NGBR05, NL03, NJ+96, NBF+18, Nor07, Orr04, PDK05, Pae08, PF92, PDK93, Pen15, PG96, Pos85, PTA94, RSO08, Rei00a, Rob01a, Rob02, Rob04, RP09, Rog00, Ros06, RSH12, Rup02, Sal03, SM10a, SS099, SM09a, Sel09a, SGM06, Shu13a, Sid94, SS96, Sim04, SSC06, Sd003],
Hol17c, Ano16c, Ano17d, Sam88].

**Righting** [LBD+04]. **Rights** [GD11, GB00, LL16]. **Rigor** [Gla09d].

**Rigorous** [BBB+11, Eme95, Kle98]. **Ring** [Rei04a]. **RISC** [Daw95b]. **Rise** [EV10, HSG18, LL92b]. **Risk** [Ano16-41, Bai98, BA10, BMSS18, BD97, Car97, Cha96b, CAW97, CS97, DL03, Fai94, Fai05, FN14, Feo97, GPW97, Gl08, GB00, KM02, Kän97, KL97b, Lis97, LCH17, Mad97, MR09, Moy97, Poo14, PS14, RCLR18, SK08, Wat18a, Wat18b, WW97, WMH07, Boe91]. **Risk-Based** [Ano16-41, Gli08, PS14].

**Risks** [BB08, ES16, GM10, HG00, LWE01, PM10, Rei02a]. **RITE** [Pat08c]. **River** [Boo09a].

**Road** [EMW+97, KAC+18, LMM+15, Per99, SA11, Shu11e]. **Roadmap** [TM17]. **Roadmapping** [RSO08]. **Roads** [LMP+15].


**ROI** [BCM+04, BJHM04, ts04, v099]. **Role** [Ano16-42, Bas87b, CC95b, EP16, Gla08a, Hat01, HOZZ16, KCD09, MCA00, LWE01, PM10, Rei02a].

**Role-Based** [Ano16-41, Gli08, PS14]. **Role-Based** [Ano16-41, Gli08, PS14]. **Role-Based** [DKC97, LL92b, WMH07, Boe91].

**Roles** [LKR16, ZF99]. **ROM** [Rei95c]. **Rome** [Gla06a]. **Ron** [Sha12, Blu14, Dec13].

**Road** [Ev10]. **Roundable** [ABB+15a, ABG+97, ABB+00, AAB+00, DHK+01, GH+09, HHR+13, HSF+16, LRB+15, MIZ+98, McC01d, PAD+98].

**Roundup** [GLS99]. **Routers** [DW00].

**Routes** [CPB+17]. ** Routinely** [McC98d]. **Routines** [CSS11, Fow03a, McC98d]. **Rover** [Ano13d, San98e].

**Royce** [Dav95b, Rok+03]. **RPDE** [Har87]. **Ruby** [BK07, Gun10, Vis08]. **Rule** [ARW96, VNS94]. **Rule-Based** [VNS94, ARW96]. **Rules** [KL98, Kru09a, MZLD12].

**Ruminations** [DSBM99]. **Run** [MTT+15, Stu18]. **Run-Time** [MTT+15]. **Runaway** [BLP96]. **Runaways** [GF99]. **Runcheck** [Spi14d].

**Runtime** [BBB+19, BS00, FHS+06, LW11, MZLD12, OCFL14]. **RUP** [NCC+02]. **Rush** [Gla94a, GB00, McC99a, Ols93]. **Russian** [Ter01].

**S** [DDMS86]. **SaaS** [BK12]. **SaaS-Based** [BK12]. **Saboteur** [Har05c]. **SAC** [Gla05c]. **Sadd** [Gla05c, WJS97]. **Safe** [Boe00, MOK+18, SRI14]. **Safer** [SGSM10].

**Safety** [dSAPW+14, Bha96, BMSS18, CCP+18, CH17, Eve95, EH95, FSB+12, HK94, KST17, LCF13, LCS91, MJZCH13, MG17, MTK94, PRRT14, RBBP03, RD99, Tri02, Wi94, YJC09, dSA95].

**Safety-Critical** [CCP+18, KST17, LCF13, MJZCH13, MG17, RBBP03, Wij94, YJC09].

**Sailing** [KIB+08]. **Salary** [Bla17]. **Saluting** [Ano03m, McC02g].

**Scalability** [DLS00]. **Scales** [Ano92s, Har04a].

**Scalable** [BS+85, BW17, BH19, BDS16, CC95, DFP19, Fai94, Kua19, LB00, LL92a, MA00, MAN+14, NH15, NGBR05, OSBA14, PL19, SRK+09, Se09a, SCW+18, SMLF19, THDK06, ZZ93, Cha96b, HF95, Mye98b, Ozk91d, Rus91]. **Scalable** [Bar96a].

**Scaled** [Bar96a]. **Scaling** [EP17a, Kim19, LB00, LCE+01, RME03].
Scarcity [HvdL10]. Scanning [VMMF00]. Scarcity [Boo09e, Boo09f]. Scenario [HSG+94, KABC96]. Scenario-based [KABC96]. Scenarios [Mye98, WPJH98, ZMT05]. SCEPYLT [CH13a]. Schedule [AHM86, AH90, Gla04a, Lit06, McC96d, San98e]. Scheduler [RTV12]. Schedules [Dak96c, DDS+97].

Scheduling [RS84, ZLJW95]. Schema [BPS94, Hon09]. schemas [SM88]. Scheme [Sha97b]. Schmidt [Mil01b]. Schools [DeM90]. Science [Ano93e, Ano93m, BJ11, Che07, DFL00, EEBB11, EMW+97, FPFG94, Gla12, GBdlHQCG].

Scientific [AKM+08, CAGR91, Kel07, KTH11, MSJ+09, MS12, Pra85, SK08, SM05b, SM09b, Tom03, VVS+08, WK03, WMGM08].

Scientist [VVS+08]. Scientists [DG09a].

SCM [Ano98h]. Scope [Kor86]. Scoping [Bus09h, Joh10, LJ97]. Scorecard [Mai02, Spi13b]. Scrapheap [KLM11].

Scratching [SLG+00]. Screen [BDD+14, GDK+15, SM88]. Screen-Based [BDD+14]. screens [Shn91]. Screenwriting [Nor07]. Scripting [SRI14, Spi05b]. Scripts [GF16]. Scrum [R300, SJS12]. Sculpting [Jur97]. Scylla [Dar97a]. ScyllaDB [Sun19]. SD [Ano98e]. SDM [Rob99]. SE [Bae97, Hii97, McC97f, MCL97]. SE2004 [LLS+06]. Seamless [EJ12]. Search [Alo03, Ano14d, Ano14e, Ano16g, Ano16f, Ano17q, Fav12, Gla02c, GV11, Got06a, JMV06, LL87, NT92, Rei00a, YM94b, Ano15g, Shn97]. Searching [And12, Joh13].


Secret [Mar12, Voa04b]. Secrets [Cla02, DSBB99, Mat00b]. Secure [Ano02]. Ano17-39, BC08, DBRV18, Got02a, GD02, HC02, HM02b, LDO+14, MOK+18, PST+17, WCG16]. Secure-Software [BC08]. Securely [Ano01h, GHW02].

Securing [SA19]. Security [Ano18, ABB+00, Ano96d, Ano98g, Ano98i, Ano01h, Ano05k, Ano14m, Ano15o, Ano16-38, Ano16-41, Ano19e, Bar98, BC08, BMSS18, BS00, BS03, EL02, GP13, Got01d, GK15b, HAJ07, HPM16, HEH06, HM02b, Irv97, IAJR97, KH02, Kus95, LR002, MG11, MA00, PRRT14, PC97, SM99, Spi09b, SS17, TJM08, VMFF00, WM18, WLC01, Pf97a, Ano19-28].

Security-Aware [KH02]. SED [GJP99]. SEDOS [DV89]. Seduce [Nie96c]. See [HBS17b, MR95]. Seeing [Jac04, Erd10e].

Seek [PM98]. Seeking [PZ15, Rob09b, Shn94]. Seen [Rei95c]. SEI [Ano93-27, Das94, Nor02, ZK14]. SEL [BG94, BZM+95]. Select [Rug03]. Selecting [CFQ07, Coo00, HS91, Jor09, MKCC03, NM96, PS92]. Selection [BCM05, FC03, Jor16, MN98, Sch95a].

Selective [DT94, HR90]. Selenium [BK09]. Self [Ano96r, BFB+19, CG08, DAE08, FN99, GFT15, GGGM19, MGMS11, MDD09, Mon01, Spi18d, WG10].


Semantics [BR55]. Semi [EK+19].


Sequence [RW04]. Sequential...
[CC94, Erd10a, OCHW91]. **Serious** [SM01]. **Seriously** [Kie10]. **Server** [Ano93p, Fru99, Pou99, RG02, San98f]. **Server-Side** [RG02]. **Serverless** [Bha18].

**Service** [And16, Ano92l, Ano15b, ACM+07, ABC+11, AIT+15, BBGK07, Bla07, Fab10, GD11, GKM10, GYvD06, GB00, GMB+14, Jon05, LM07, LK10, LMSS11, LR12, MBLN10, Mai10a, MKHV06, MGMS11, MH14, NZ07, PZA+17a, PZA+17b, RMM+12, Sec12, SHG14, SGH15, Spi14d, Sta06a, VZM+07, Ols95, Smi91, Ano16b].

**Service-Based** [ABC+11, GD11]. **Service-Centric** [NZ07, VZM+07].

**Service-Oriented** [LK10].

**Service-Oriented** [Bla07, GKM10, LM07, LR12, MBLN10, MKHV06, MGMS11, MH14, NZ07, Ols95, Smi91, Ano16b].

**Services** [Ano19-33, CSS11, Erd07d, FMM16, HCF+15, Lou06a, Lou08, PAB11, SM09a, VVJ06, Kee00].

**Servicing** [Mai06b].

**Serving** [Spi14d]. **SESA** [VZM+07].

**Set** [Ven05, HSA89].

**SETI** [Ano97e].

**Setl** [KSS84].

**Setting** [Hec99, MVS+99, Wil99b].

**Seven** [BH95a, Erd09e, Gra02, Hal90, Rei01, Rei04b, Tur03].

**SEW** [Mcs96].

**Seymour** [Ano18-37, Ano18-38].

**SGML** [Lew98].

**Shadows** [Mat95b].

**Shackle** [Mai05b].

**Shalor** [Pou95].

**Shalt** [BHR+98].

**Shaping** [Mye02].

**Share** [Ano97g].

**Shared-Memory** [OC88, Bec90].

**Shareholder** [Con12].

**Shareware** [Got99a].

**Sharing** [Bre14, CMC+12, DVG09, HL05, LL16, Rei11, Shu13f, SHI14, SMLF19].

**Sharpe** [Hor98a].

**Shaw** [Pf97b].

**Shedding** [Ano99p, SHZ+98].

**Sheet** [Dio93].

**Shelf** [For92, LCB+09, PDM07, Got02a].

**Shell** [ABC91, TC86].

**Shelves** [Wil90].

**Shepherding** [TKF16].

**Shift** [Ano93-37, DCF+02, KC16, VGD19].

**Shifts** [Bar96a, Ksh05].

**Ship** [Rai07f].

**Shipping** [vdBB17].

**Shirley** [Ano92m].

**Shirt** [Spi13d].

**Shlaer** [FRHR93].

**Shlaer-Mellor** [FRHR93].

**Shoes** [Dav95c].

**Shop** [Hec99, Hoh05, LD95].

**Shore** [DD95].

**Short** [FS12, Rok03, SA11].

**Short-Term** [Rok03].

**Shortage** [Jon99, San97b, Str99].

**Shortfalls** [Ano07t].

**Shot** [ML+15].

**Should** [And95, AS03, Har05a, HR11, McC98d, MFS15, Ris10c, Rob02, Sto03, VVM08, Wool17, Zve98a, Fur97].

**Shoulders** [KKM+09].

**Show** [HBB+11].

**Shriver** [Har03c].

**Shuttle** [SK92, FCB00].

**Shy** [HT04b].

**Side** [Bri12, RG02, SB95b, Ber99].

**Sidney** [Ano18-37, Ano18-38].

**Sigelman** [Blu19].

**Sigil** [DeM14].

**Sigma** [Bie04, Car00a, MK03].

**signaling** [GCR94b].

**Significant** [CBN13, CH13c, CH13d].

**Signpost** [And03].

**Signs** [BLP96, Hen99].

**Silicon** [OCM+84, Sch99].

**Silver** [Ano93s, Ber08, Dro06, FM08, Mar12, Moo01c, Osk19a, Spi07e, Wei99].

**Similar** [LC11].

**Simple** [Boe00, Dav95b, MPD14, Pem87].

**Simplicity** [Sha01, WB07f].

**Simplified** [Ram94].

**Simply** [Gla12].

**Sims** [San95a].

**Simulation** [SM02, TL96].

**Simulation** [ADH14, GTS+19, RFHM86].

**Simulation-Based** [ADH14].

**sin** [SGW02].

**Singapore** [CW89].

**Single** [Gat16, Ven05].

**Sinha** [Rei18].

**Sinking** [HKNS01].

**Sims** [McC01e, Rei01].

**Site** [BM01].

**Sites** [Nec95a, OBR+08].

**Sitting** [McC00c].

**Situated** [BLSS08].

**Six** [Bie04, Car00a, McK02, MK03].

**Size** [Bie00, DG09b, ES14, Jor19, KL88, NCK11, Wit90, Hat97a, VT88].

**Sized** [KMS11].

**Slicing** [OB13].

**Skills** [Car19, IM16, Seff99].

**Skinner** [Har05e].

**Skipping** [CCS94].

**Skirted** [Pra17].

**Slack** [Mye01].

**Slashes** [San95a].

**Sleaze** [Tru94].

**Slicing** [TL98].

**Slightly** [Reif94b].

**Slippery** [AH96].

**Slogans** [Pal96].

**Slicing** [SM08a].

**Small** [Ale96, ASC07, Boo06b, Boo11b].
CTC07, DLSZ05, Dyb00, EBS16, FSM14, FHMU85, GJP099, GE04, HPG+00, Kau99, KMSW00, LFWM99, LFWM00, LMMO18, LOCPL16, Mai02, MH07, NC00, PHRS07, Rei96c, RvW07, RJ00, Rob03, RVB13, RM00, vWAS06. Smaller [KE10].

Smalltalk [DM87, NR89]. Smart [BCN16, CPB+17, LLV16, MTT+15, PvdHM15, Rei95d, SWB+17, Spi17a]. Smarter [Ano18g]. Smartphones [HLS17]. Smells [GKF19, TL18]. Smiling [PM98]. Smoke [McC96c]. Smooth [ANB99]. Snapshot [Gla99d]. Snapshots [Cha97d]. SOA [GLA14]. soaked [Ano97c]. SOAP [Lou06a]. Soapbox [Bat98, Bel99, Bol00, Cur98, Dav00, Dor99a, Fu99, Glas97, Gor95, Kie96, Mar00, Mat95a, Mat00a, Mel95, Nus97, O’97, Pa96, Pes97, Pon98, San97b, Wie98a, Wil99b, Yam99, Yam98b, You00]. Soccer [Pfl02]. Social [BBS13a, BBS13b, BM04b, Ch98, Dav00, Dor99a, Fu99, Glas97, Gor95, Kie96, Mar00, Mat95a, Mat00a, Mel95, Nus97, O’97, Pa96, Pes97, Pon98, San97b, Wie98a, Wil99b, Yam99, Yam98b, You00]. Software [BvdHOP12, BBP+16, BLSS08, BH02, BZd18, BBP+19, BHS85, BH01, BCLP15, Bar95d, BLP96, BJ11, BHAW09, Bas90, BG94, BZM+95, BBD+03, BCC+08, BCC+18, BRL+03, Bas87c, Bas07, BK98, BST+94, BCKS01, BCD+17, BCB+17, BBS13a, BBS13b, Bel97b, BDH+19, BA10, BM14, BM15, Ber03, Ber96b, Ber04, BBD+15, BC08, BBG19, Bie04, Bin97, BMSS18, BCH08, Bla07, Bla17, Blu19, Bao95, BCM+04, BNW10, BDKP99, Bop06, Bose84, Bose91, Bose96, BD07, Bose00, BHIM04, BV08, BB08, BM91, Bol02, BALV03, Bol04, BV04, BM09, Boo08c, Boo08d, Boo09e, Boo09f, Boo14c, Boo18, Bos10, BCH15, Bos16, Bou10, BDA+99, BD04, BCF14, Bri12, BBN+17, BCC+06, BC86, BSD16, BW96, BHKR01, Bro18, BMJH96, BMSF15, BCH+01, Bud99, BW14, BHH13, Bru95a, BDP02, BAB+87].

Sociology [AR04, Glag00d]. Soft [Dak95b, Dak96c, Dak95d, Dak96b, Dak96a, Dak96c, Jon07, McCo08b, Spr95, Zad94]. Software [ELST95]. Softlaw [Dak96f, Dak97a, Dak97b, Gra99a, Gra99b, Gra99c, Gra99d, Kla97, Sku99, AK99, Car00b, Gra00a, Gra00b, Gra00c]. Software [Aae03, ABF05, ABB+93, ABB+93, AHM86, AH90, ASP13, Abe07, ABL95, AKM+08, AJM06, Ada95, AtHR11, AS17, Aha99, AGK+19, AGIF17, ABB+15b, AVGC07, AVF19, Amo18, AFGD01, ARTZ03, And15, And98b, Ano84a, Ano89, Ano92, Ano93c, Ano93k, Ano93w, Ano93-29, Ano93-28, Ano93-27, Ano93-40, Ano95c, Ano96d, Ano96v, Ano97d, Ano98g, Ano98i, Ano98-27, Ano99d, Ano99f, Ano00i, Ano00j, Ano00h, Ano00m, Ano01g, Ano01h, Ano01i, Ano02, Ano03h, Ano03i, Ano03j, Ano03k, Ano04a, Ano04p, Ano05m, Ano06k, Ano07i, Ano08e, Ano09a, Ano09e, Ano14-32, Ano14-33, Ano14-34, Ano15n, Ano15-30, Ano16-42, Ano16-43, Ano17c, Ano17m, Ano17p, Ano17z, Ano17b, Ano18c, Ano18d, AW03, AM16, AOY98, ABFP86, ABH+11, AHMS18, AD03, AKN+16, ACH11, BCS10, BHIN14, Bac95c, Bag99, BS86].
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[5]
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[3]

[2]

[1]
Standards-Based [GB00]. Star [Spi15e].

Start [Ano98h, BWD Ano16-38, Ano16-40, Ano16-41, Rei94b].


Start-Up [Ber94, JBHD08, KUG18, KUG19, Spi09d, Sut00, ASM89].

Start-Ups [Gow99a, BW17, KUG18, KUG19].

Startup [Sch98b]. Starts [Ano99p].


State [Ano98g, Ano03k, Ano05n, BCLP15, BHJ+03, BW98, CMH92, CLB03, CMKC03, CMKK90, Fow05, Gla03c, Gla05c, GLT03, HOBK17, Hol92, KDL17, KSTS17, LSF03, Lob11, MCL97, NL03, Rei03a, Spi17f, TH02b, Wey03, WHR14]. State-of-the-Art [Spi17f]. State-Space [KSTS17].

Statefulness [FFZ+18]. Static [AHM+08, CE09, DH93, EL02, Hat95, Lou96b, PTV+10]. Statically [VMMF00].

station [CCR94b, Got02a]. Statistical [Car94, CM90, EA03, FCB00, JP03, KCK+13, Wel00]. Statistics [CDD08, LE13]. Status [GE11, Hum00, Luq92b, PD93, PJCK97, PD93, WW01].

Stay [Ano16-44]. STC [Ano15-32].

Steering [CMM16, Roy05, Sam88]. Stencils [Cod09]. Step [DP03, GD02]. Steps [Ale06, OY95, PST+17, Ros98a, SM92].

Steve [Ano92m, Har03c]. Sticks [BE11a].

Stigmergy [ZZJ15]. Stigmergy-Based [ZZJ15]. Still [GA009, Gla06b, Gla08b, JWCR18, MC03b, Rei96c, Zan92].

Stimulating [OGE08]. stir [GA05].

Stirrings [Con99a]. Stochastic [RKP08].

State [Gra90]. Stop [EPSJ93, LW11, MA89]. Stop-Test [EPSJ93]. Storage [Gho10]. Store [GAM+17]. Stores [RNA+16b]. Stories [Boo12e, Boo13e, Boo14e, CH17, Ris10b, Ris14, WSL+99]. Story [Ano05o, Coc01, Dés08, Gla01c, Gla05a, Gla05c, HBS17a, HBS19, Shn13f, TV99].

Story-Driven [Ano05o]. Storyboarding [SM10b]. Storytelling [Uit13]. Storytelling [Mug08].

Straight [MVS+99]. Straightening [JOL+00]. Strange [Gla05a]. Strategic [BB99a, BW10, CKH16, CH1d, Kap00, MIZC13, PT18, PLC19, Spi15f].

Strategies [Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Bro96, DSBM99, DD12, Jar92, LDBF19, SSSW86, SW11a, Var95, VBM+02, YM94b, Ano17-52].

Strategy [Ano92i, BCMV05, GD02, Rei96a, TV12, WB08c]. Stratified [AK03a].


Strip [M08b]. Strokes [Via18]. Structural [KSH05, SVSL08, WMG85, WTMS95].

Structure [AEP96, Knu05a]. Structured [Ano92i, Che02, Knu87, Mil86, Sca89, TS01, AMM+89, MMN+89, War89]. Structures [CC93, DH93, Pi00, Par18].

Structuring [Ano98a]. Students [RP98].

Studies [Bur94, GA06, KPP95, MC98a].

Studio [BW14, Kuh98]. Studio-Based [BW14]. Study [ASR17, BCLP15, BSD16, BMSF15, CR08, CDM+05, DLSZ05, DLV99, ELM99, FO99, GGGM19, HG00, Hei01, JD98, Kan01, Kec15a, KCF+08, KAKG96, LX17, McG11, McBT13, MAN+14, NHM19, NE07, OT11, PJT09, PSHH04, Pau85, RVT18, SRK+09, SJS12, Snu84, Tar09, Win88, ZAV02, ZF13, CR94b, CR94a, CR94b].
GCR94a, GCR94b, Gue94, LD95, WTMS95. 

Studying [BvdHOP12, MSAH17]. Style [Ano92b, Bri97, Lub91, Nis00, Roy05, LH89]. Styles [Bus10c, JCM86, MKMG97, Sha95b]. Stylist [Mas98]. Subcontractors [NM96]. Subjective [Mir01]. Subroutines [CC94]. Subscribe [Ano19-28]. subscription [MCA00, RM00]. Substance [FPG94]. Substitution [Rut16]. Subtleties [Lai08]. Succeed [SMLF19]. Success [ASP13, Ahu99, Ano92i, Ano98k, Ben95, BTC+99, Cla98b, Coc01, DC04, FI94, Gla02b, HL01, HL99, JN10, Lob11, Mat00b, Nol99, Nus96, PDNdSB12, Ray99, Ree99, Spi18e, TV99, TTT+02, Ven05, VE05, WSL+99, WAA+12]. Successful [Ano92r, AW03, BM04a, Byt99, Chu93, GH00, Hou01, Jor19, Kim04, Kla16, Mat00b, MMYJ10, Mey96a, Roy05, Roz15, SA05, STG19]. Successfully [KHD19, SO97]. Suisse [SJG13, MH14]. Suitcase [McC00c]. Summaries [Ano96b, Ano98b, Ano98c, Ano98d, Ano98e, Ano98f, Ano99a, Ano99b, Ano99c, Ano00b, Ano00c, Ano00d, Ano00e, Ano00f, Ano00g, Ano01b, Ano01c, Ano01d, Ano01e, Ano01j, Ano02b, Ano02c, Ano02d, Ano02e, Ano02f, Ano02g, Ano03b, Ano03c, Ano03d, Ano03e, Ano03f, Ano03g, Ano04c, Ano04d, Ano04e, Ano04f, Ano04g, Ano04h, Ano05b, Ano05c, Ano05d, Ano05e, Ano05f, Ano05g, Ano06b, Ano06c, Ano06d, Ano06e, Ano06f, Ano06g, Ano07a, Ano07b, Ano07c, Ano07d, BDH17, Ano95b, Eve95]. Summary [SM99]. Summarize [Hei01]. Summit [Ano14-33, Ano15-30]. Super [LLV16]. Super-ility [LLV16]. Supercharge [Daw95b]. Supercomputer [Mar85]. Superdistribution [Cox97]. Superfluous [Boo99c]. Superhighway [Gra99c, Tru94]. Superprofessionals [Erd90c]. Supply [Jon94]. Support [AAR09, ARTZ03, Ano92i, BBB+19, DJH+08, Don06, Dow87, FN14, Gat16, GK02, KSTM98, Lav00, MM05, MMM+09, McC97e, PMCE12, San98f, THV09, Ter96, WHR10, WCV85, vGVDSV01, TR88]. Supported [FSB+12]. Supporting [BMM04, BMM05, BW14, Fer18, FNY09, HDS05, JL06, LWCP17, RS008, Tho89, VVS+08]. Surprise [Ano17n]. Surrounding [Lit06]. Survey [Ano95c, Ch98, EK08, HDR+86, HKPS96, HKN85, JKC04, LF05, RVT18, RRD07, Rut06, TJM08, U10, WHF92, dBLMT11, Mye89a]. Surveys [PM98]. Survivable [ELL99]. Survival [Ano99d, HM01b, Ols95]. Survive [Ano92c]. Surviving [Ano99d, ED01]. Sustainability [ASH13, BBC+16, CCC+19, CNZC17, CPS18, KDG13, PZA+17b, PRRT14, Pen15, PDV+18, SMN13, SB16]. Sustainable [Ano16y, Ano18e, Ano19g, Ano19h, LIL+13, WB09a, ZCTZ13]. SVR4 [CH93]. SVR4/MP [CH93]. SW [GE04]. SW-CMM [GE04]. Swap [Rei95a]. Swarms [PB16, VOGB18]. Sweet [Ano14-35, KHA+03]. Switches [DW00]. Switzerland [SJG13]. Sword [Mat00a]. Symbiotic [BBB+18]. Symbol [Gut86]. Symbolic [TS06, YLK+17]. Symbolics [WMWM87]. Symposium [Ano93-27]. Sync [Hat98]. Synching [HKNS01]. Synchronization [Ano93-30, Wol88]. Synergetic [LNH+11]. Synergies [San98g]. Synergy [PDHT97]. Syntactically [BK05]. Synthesis [ABB+93, AIT15, Jul93, Kan93, MD86, SKC93]. System [ASP13, Ad06, AW91, Ano93f, Ano98u, Bal87, Bas87b, BB+11, BST+94, BHHM86, BH95b, Bus10d, Cab18, CH13a, CNZC17, CV88, CBK85, CCRZ+90, kCCP+95, Dav03, Don06, ELLM99, Erm85, EFM+91, Fre10, FOS5, GC85, GS90a, GTF+87, Gla09c, Got06a, Hal96b, HC02, HLS90, HSEG10, IAJR97, JB04, Kam87, Kim04, Kna19, KH97, KYM+04, Lam84, LLH+03, Lob11, LRO02, LK88, Luq92a, Mai08b, MNM+09, MCHK17, Mic99, Nar85, Nie96a, Ols85, ...
Pet85, Pfl98, PMM93, PS84, RFHM86, RGR85, RNA+16b, Sdd+18, Sch92, Sch98a, SH02, STSK92, SDP91, SMHT09, STM88, SAO+17, TI11, TYZP05, VBM+02, WHC02, WPJH98, WGC+13, WLC01, WGFC86, vdB17, CCY+89, CFTZ89, CGR94a, Fid96, GCR94b, SSGT86, GCR94a, Ano02j].

**System-Level** [SAO+17]. **Systematic** [CKMV95, Ros98a, SSE12, SO92, Son97, FI94]. **Systems** [ANB99, Ano92i, Ano92l, Ano93e, Ano93i, Ano93-30, Ano96d, Ano99p, Ano01h, Ave11, ARW96, BS86, Bat98, BB99a, BMM04, Ben95, BMSS18, BLWG99, BK03, Bhu87, Boli09, Bori85, BCH15, BO17, BC86, BOS00, CCC+19, CG9E1, CFF+13, CCP+18, CKH16, Che84, CR88, CC95a, CS90, CCD+17, CW84, DWH86, DV89, DJM04, DDPW09, Dou85, DRW03, ED19, EFO14, EH95, FN99, Fer01a, Fer95, FK04, FLR04, GFT15, GCR94c, Gla99d, Gon05, Gor13, GK15a, GBM16, Got08b, Gra99b, Har06b, Hix90, Hol19a, HKPS96, HHLJ10, JBHD08, Joh16, KG87, Kan05, Kn87, Koh05, KR10, KSTS17, LC11, LF05, LS02, Lau98, LDO+14, LMS811, LSKC12, LCYL14, LX17, LM04, MG17, MM18b, MCA00, Med05, MGM811, MDO811, MA00, MW09, MHLCL16, Mos10, NH15, NZ07, NOK08, NP19]. **Systems** [OMTHC94, OYE06, Par96a, Pec13, PGG+18, PCOM97, PH93, PWW05, RP06, RS84, RCLR18, RS01, RRBC03, RRL+17, Rem05, RWZ10, RG02, Ron16, Ros91, Rov86, Sal19, Sav08, SA11, SE98, SF93, Sel09a, SCSC04, SHG14, Sev87, SMR93, Sne95, Spi05f, Spi12d, Spi13e, SN99, SRS+86, TH02a, Tou11, VNS94, VRC16, Vo90, Voa98a, VMVS19, WG10, Wil97c, Yac03, dSA95, dLDCG06, vGvDS01, Deu88, EJW95, LB88, MW96, Mey91, SR91a, MSK00, Fer95, Gar00, Ano19d].

**Systems-on-Chip** [MW09].


**Tablog** [MMW86]. **Tackle** [RBH07]. **Tactical** [CA01]. **Taggart** [Bha18]. **Tail** [LXB+15]. **Tail-Tolerant** [LXB+15]. **Tailored** [MM18b]. **Tailoring** [MM18b]. **Taiwan** [Ho89]. **Take** [Ano15-36, Ano16-50, Got01d, Got02c, Kie10, SGM06, Ano17-52]. **Takeover** [VMvG12]. **Takes** [Got00, GD02, KKC93]. **Taking** [LTv19]. **Tale** [End09b, Glao0b, Glao2c, Hol17d, Pf96, Wey98, You98]. **Taligent** [San95b]. **Tame** [MHF17]. **Taming** [Bol00]. **Tammy** [Sal18]. **Tandum** [Bha18]. **Tangle** [Cha97e]. **Tangled** [Pre00]. **Tanzanian** [SJ15]. **Teapost** [Dav98e]. **Tapping** [Hat95]. **Tar** [A096]. **Tariarchitecure** [Hoh03]. **Target** [Ano14y, KL96]. **Tarpit** [PWS+95]. **Task** [DBL04, Got09b, KL94, KCD12, Lau03, RS84, TBvRB12, WSD+09, Zim15]. **Task-Based** [Got09b, KCD12, WSD+09]. **Task-Centric** [Zim15]. **Task-Effective** [TBvRB12]. **Tasking** [BR85, HL85]. **Tasks** [LH01]. **Tata** [Kee00]. **Taxes** [DLR10]. **Taxonomies** [FB15, GV95, GV11]. **Taxonomy** [AHL+00, CC90, Gum06, KUG18, PCS95, TM18]. **TCP** [Ano93f]. **TCP/IP** [Ano93f]. **TCSE** [Ano17g, Moo01b, Moo02b, Ree05]. **TDD** [JM07]. **Teach** [BCC+17, RP98, Zve03]. **Teaching** [BCC+17, BD20, HGD09, HH00c, Per90, SD88]. **Team** [Ano93z, Ano00a, AHMS18, DW00, DFD+16, EEM01, E+94, Fai19d, FLN01, HMP+01, Jac98a, Kee18, Lus04, Mac99c, Par05, SC00, Spi15e, VB16, XCYCW18, dSMdSC16]. **Teams** [AAR09, CE19, CMY17, DvGvS14].
FRM15, GGGM19, HBN13, MCL12, MDD09, PM10, PPMD17, RL16, RJ00, REV10, RH13, SKK14, TBvRB12, Ter11, WSD+09, Woo15a. **Teamwork** [HH02c, Nic92]. **Tech** [Ano18v, Ano19u, CB00, Har05c, Har06f, Ros00, Ano92i]. **Tech-Savvy** [CB00]. **TechIgnite** [Ano17-51]. **Technical** [Bav12, Boo10e, Bus11d, CS13, CCCM17, Con12, CSS12, KNO12, LI12, LTS12, MTM+19, McC98f, McC02c, RKW15, Ree00, Spi09a, SWA17, WEF01, WJ15, Moo01b, Moo01a]. **Technique** [TL96]. **Techniques** [AFGD01, Ano92i, Ano96d, Ano00k, BS85, BE11b, DSD02, DRW03, Ebe06, HR90, HM13, MPD14, PWS+95, PWW05, RF09, SCL18, Sha84, UM10, VM12, WHG+09]. **Technologies** [BS95, ES14, MSG+07, NSV+08, PCdGEP11, Pit00, PMCE12, REV10, RPE19, Sca17, SGH15, ZWGY12, Ano17j]. **Technology** [Ale95, Ano92b, Ano99e, BLSS08, Ban93, BDY94, BMM04, BW96, BM04b, Bus10b, CE19, CMP17, CE09, CW00, CMA+02, Cox84, Dav86a, DFS93, DNS+06, DDIP15, Ebe08b, EC17, GGLW06, Gra00d, Har06f, Hon09, Jac93, JWO9, Lok03, McG11, MM13, MW91, ME90, Pe12, PM00, Pou95, Rei95e, RF09, San95a, SS08, VM+07, Weg84, Ber99, CW89, Ho89, WC89]. **Technospeak** [Ano97g]. **Ted** [Har03c]. **Tedium** [Blu87]. **Telcordia** [Pit00]. **Telecommunication** [YKIY93, Z93]. **Telecommunications** [CT93, KAKG96]. **Telecommuting** [Rot00]. **Telematics** [HCF+15]. **Telemetry** [JKP+05]. **Telephony** [Rei96b]. **Tell** [Boo14e, DaK97a, Des08, Ham18, HT04b, SV03, vGMRW14]. **Telling** [Gla97, Ris10b]. **Tempered** [Boo07f]. **Temporal** [San98e]. **Temporary** [PPMD17]. **Ten** [Ano99d, Rei02a]. **Tenets** [Nor02]. **Term** [Got02d, Rok03, SNMF13]. **Terminal** [San98f]. **Terminology** [DB96, Ste02, Win05]. **Terms** [Sny93]. **Terrible** [Boo13c]. **Terrorism** [CH13a]. **Tessa** [Do09]. **Test** [ABF05, Amb07, Ano92n, Ano16-32, ADSS18, BFJT05, Che91, CDPP96, Cri06, Den91, DG07, EPSJ93, GF16, GE17, GFH18, GKF19, Got08a, Gue14, IML16, Jan04, JS08, JHMM07, KT18, LJ88, Lou11, MM05, Mar07, Mau90, Mc996c, MR09, MC00, NH15, PRPE13, RP07, SM06a, SMT+10, Ste02, SAO+17, Var95, VK07, WGM85, Whi12, WB09d, WHR10, Yam98a, Yam98b, YLK+17, Zha04, Voa97a]. **Test-Case** [Che01, LJ88, Den91]. **Test-Driven** [ABF05, Amb07, Cri06, DG07, Gue14, Jan04, JS08, JHMM07, KT18, Mar07, MR09, RP07, SMT+10, VK07, Zha04]. **Testability** [SB95b, VM95b]. **Tester** [Ano97g]. **Testers** [WOB00]. **Testing** [AGIF17, Als13, AFT+15, Ano07, Ano96d, Ano01f, ARW96, BBdH+11, Bak12, Ber96a, BB17, CT91, CCMMT16, CR11, CKMV95, Con99a, Con99b, DNS+06, DS13, E+94, FB15, Feo97, GF17, GKY18, GTS+19, GCB+06, Gla88b, Gla90c, GdHN+08, Gon02, GD02, Gra02, Ham92, HS91, Hat08, HMP+01, HM02a, Hol15a, HM92, How85, HLS17, JDT01, JHMM07, JMS06, JMV06, KDL17, KTH11, KL98, LBL17, LCYL14, Lou05, LWN+90, MH17, MM05, MZLD12, Mlo10c, MLD+13, NS92, NSV+08, dMSNRdCM+11, Nie69d, Nie96b, Pet85, PS92, Pos95, PCOM97, RPFA+14, RTK12, Rok03, Run06, Sav08, Sch12, She91, Shu12a, Spi17f, SS17, SR91b, THDK06, TS06, TYZP05, UM10, VM09, WKW99, Wey98, Whi00, Win97c, ZML+12, GMS+96, KCC+01, MA89]. **TestNG** [RP07]. **Tests** [BKW09, Bus11c, MM08b, Re03, Til16a, TS06]. **Texans** [Ano97e]. **Text** [Alo03, Ano96t, DJ05, HKPS96, Nav95, Win97c]. **Texts** [FS12]. **Thanks** [Ano92s, Ano97k, Dav97d, Mc00g, Mc01k, Mc02g, Str09]. **Theater** [MM08a]. **Theft** [Gla85]. **Their** [DZB18, GB00, PSV94].
Them [Byt99, GV11, Mai06a, Zve98b].

Themselves [Got01a, Hef95]. Theoretical [Ano93m].

Theories [CSR+99]. Theory [Ale99, DSB99, GTS10, How85, JEJ12, KE10, KNO12, Ros05, SKT+92, Tan95, TB02].

There [Ara95, BWN16, Gil96a, Gla98c, Jac98c, MDP14, Mic00, Shu07b, Dak97b].

These [Gla02b]. Thin [HJA08].

Things [Ano96r, Boo08d, Boo11b, Boo12a, Boo16f, Mac96, Ano16-43, BO17, ESZ15, FMMP16, LCFT17, Spi17d, WE16].
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